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It’s Time for Action

ESG Investor’s 
COP26 
roundtable: 
n Six experts 

n Six questions 

n One moderator 

n One hour 
Oscar Warwick Thompson

Jason MitchellTim MohinHugh GimberJeremy Lawson

Chris HallAlison Midgley

Did COP26 move the needle for 
investors and provide greater 
clarity on the path to a net-zero 
global economy? In this roundtable, 
experts share their experiences and 
analyses of the key developments 
in Glasgow, focused on their impact 
on the priorities of institutional 
investors.

Views on COP26’s achievements remain mixed, 
and opinions vary on whether those with the 
clout and the responsibility took sufficient 

steps in Glasgow to limit climate change.

A group of experts, moderated by ESG Investor’s 
Founding Editor, Chris Hall, met virtually at the end of 
November to consider the summit’s likely impact on 
the climate, government policy and asset owners.

Discussions began on the question of the Paris 
Agreement’s central objective of keeping climate 
change within 1.5 degrees Celsius of pre-industrial 
temperatures. Was 1.5 degrees Celsius still alive and 
could COP26 have done more to support it?
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“1.5 degrees Celsius is still alive, but it is on life 
support and its family is discussing when to switch it 
off,” said Jeremy Lawson, Chief Economist and Head 
of the abrdn Research Institute.

Lawson said the pledges made in Glasgow were 
not as ambitious as many had hoped, but he 
acknowledged there had been some meaningful 
announcements related to methane, deforestation 
and pathways for exiting coal, including further 
progress on ending its foreign financing. India’s 
net zero 2070 target, which was met with dismay 
by some when announced, was cited as evidence 
of individual countries showing initiative on the 
transition to renewables; no small achievement given 
the pandemic-related challenges facing emerging 
markets nations.

Even so, Lawson pointed out, we’re still some 
distance from achieving the 7% per annum 
reductions in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
needed to reach net zero by 2050.

“I don’t see anything – in either the pledges 
themselves or in terms of binding legislation to 
support them – that would make me confident we’re 
on that pathway after COP26,” he added.

Placing further pressure on GHG emitters is essential 
to achieve these reductions, panellists agreed. 
With governments newly committed to revisiting 
their pledges next year, COP27 is assuming greater 
significance.

“Increasing the pressure to ratchet up the 
commitments made under the Paris Agreement is 
a good thing, but we had the same conversation 
heading into COP26 with countries being asked to 
deliver new nationally determined contributions 
(NDCs). Those were clearly lacking in giving us 
confidence that net zero by 2050 will remain in 

reach,” said, Hugh Gimber, Global Market Strategist 
at J.P. Morgan Asset Management.

As such, the new commitment made in Glasgow by 
countries to revisit NDCs next year needs to bear fruit 
ahead of negotiators meeting again in Egypt, said 
Gimber. “The increased scrutiny gives more hope for 
progress, but only if we see it before COP27.”

There was a consensus on the panel that keeping 
climate change to 1.5 degrees Celsius may be 
beyond political reality, but that limiting it to below 2 
degrees was still salvageable.

The lack of ambition and accountability in 
governments’ climate commitments risked sending 
weak signals to the finance sector, panellists warned.

In short, the commitments made by governments 
to date have been “woefully inadequate” in terms 
of making good on the promises of the Paris 
Agreement, said Lawson.

“That’s not to say there has been no change. But 
there’s a big difference between recognising policy 
change is taking place and that policy change being 
sufficient to meet objectives set out at a higher level. 
It’s time to pay less attention to what people say and 
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Roundtable Participants
	nHugh Gimber  
Global Market Strategist, J.P. Morgan Asset 
Management   

	nJeremy Lawson  
Chief Economist and Head of the abrdn Research 
Institute 

	nAlison Midgley  
Senior Sustainable Finance Specialist, WWF UK 

	nJason Mitchell  
Co-Head of Responsible Investment, Man Group 

	nTim Mohin  
Chief Sustainability Officer, Persefoni

	nOscar Warwick Thomson  
Senior Policy Advisor, UKSIF
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Alison Midgley, Senior Sustainable Finance Specialist, 
WWF UK, noted increasing evidence of financial 
innovation, both in terms of blended finance 
solutions and in the fixed income market, where more 
sovereign and corporate bonds are being issued with 
sustainability and environmental criteria attached.

“These could really start to mobilise private capital, 
especially if they come with public incentives. 
But there still needs to be a broader shift in how 
ESG issues are factored into investment decision-
making to recognise a wide range of nature-related 
risks as material, now that there is an increased 
understanding of climate risk,” she said.

As private sector investment flows increase, 
pressure on the governments of developed nations is 
unlikely to relent, suggested Jason Mitchell, Co-Head 
of Responsible Investment, Man Group, pointing to 
frustration shown by less developed countries on the 
lack of progress on climate finance commitments 
from rich nations.

“The expectations of developing countries are 
certainly reaching a pitch around how you address 
loss and damage,” he observed. “This has legal 
implications for developed nations and so has to 
be treated gingerly. This has potential to become a 
wedge issue going forward.”

One small step toward carbon pricing
Agreement on Article 6 of the Paris Rulebook – 
paving the way to meeting institutional investors’ 
demand for more transparent carbon emissions 
pricing – has been hailed as an important 
development by Patricia Espinosa, Executive 
Secretary of the UN Framework Convention on 

more attention to what they do,” he said, noting the 
domestic political challenges faced by governments, 
such as the recent failure of the US Senate to adopt 
a clean electricity standard.

Making up for lost time
The extent to which agreements and discussions on 
funding climate mitigation, adaption and ‘damage 
and loss’ could guarantee a smoother transition for 
less developed countries was an area where the 
panellists thought more needed to be done to bring 
institutional investors on board.

“Simply, the need for international finance is 
increasingly urgent,” said Gimber. “We now have a 
statement in the Glasgow Climate Pact that urges 
countries to deliver on the US$100 billion target, but 
still very little clarity as to when exactly that is going 
to happen, or how that is going to happen.”

The implication from this is that the onus is going to 
fall on the private sector, said Gimber, welcoming the 
announcement made at COP26 that finance sector 
firms worth US$130 trillion had signed up to the 
Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ). But 
the public sector will still need to take the lead, he said.

“Governments still have a huge role to play in 
allowing private sector capital to be mobilised. Only 
through a combination of policy incentives and 
clear guidance on future regulation can the financial 
sector effectively and quickly put capital to work,” 
said Gimber.

It’s time to pay less attention to what people 
say and more attention to what they do.
Jeremy Lawson, abrdn
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Climate Change (UNFCCC), allowing countries to 
“scale up their cooperation, mobilise additional 
finance and private sector engagement”.

While welcoming progress in Glasgow, panellists 
acknowledged it was only one step toward the 
more extensive use of carbon pricing across major 
economies to penalise heavy-emitting businesses.

“I’m glad that Article 6, at least from a national 
perspective, was quelled,” said Mitchell. “Given it was 
a blocking issue at several previous COPs, it was 
fantastic to see the efforts made to resolve that.”

“We now have better transparency and we’ve 
addressed the double-counting issues, as well as 
how to account historically for previous schemes. 
The use of internationally transferred mitigation 
outcomes (ITMOs) enables the creation of tradable 
emissions at a country level, which means countries 
can sell them if they’re running ahead of their net-
zero plan,” he added.

The agreement will also lead to proceeds of around 
5% peeled off from transactions conducted under 
a new UN-controlled trading scheme, which would 
go to help developing countries in adaption and 
mitigation.

With China now joining the EU in operating a large-
scale carbon market, the extent of the US’s place in 
the carbon pricing debate remains in doubt, noted 
panellists, despite a raft of climate-positive initiatives 
under the Biden administration.

“There is not the Congressional support to create 
a carbon dividend or a national carbon market. 
The US is forced to regulate not legislate, following 

the demise of bipartisan initiatives such as the 
Baker-Schultz proposal,” said Mitchell, admitting to 
pessimism on the role of the US in a harmonised 
global carbon pricing system or even a looser 
‘climate club’.

The carbon offset market could also cause some 
worry about over-reliance by heavy emitting firms 
rather than cutting emissions from their operating 
processes and business models. There were risks 
that corporates could cause the nascent market to 
overheat, panellists said, highlighting the urgent need 
for strict standards in the voluntary carbon markets 
to ensure both credibility and scale.

Fossil fuels consigned to history?
More commitments and tougher wording than has 
been used at previous COPs were seen in Glasgow 
on the reduction, if not outright elimination, of fossil 
fuels. How developments during COP26 might shape 
institutional investors’ future engagement with fossil 
fuel firms remains unclear.

“There is a question about engagement versus 
disinvestment,” said Tim Mohin, Chief Sustainability 
Officer at Persefoni. “We have to engage with the oil 
and gas sector to reach this low carbon economy.” 
Recent energy price volatility has already indicated that 
managing investors’ exposure to fossil fuels will be 
one of the biggest challenges on the path to net zero.

“What are we going to do if we just ostracise these 
companies and put them to one side? You’re seeing 
it right now – there is going to be an ‘accordion 

The increased scrutiny 
gives more hope for 
progress, but only if we 
see it before COP27.
Hugh Gimber,  
J.P. Morgan Asset Management
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“We’ve seen a number of positive resolutions this 
AGM season,” said UK Sustainable Investment 
and Finance Association (UKSIF) Senior Policy 
and Communications Officer Oscar Warwick 
Thompson. “There is a case to make because 
engagement works, it has been a game changer 
through initiatives like Climate Action 100+,” he said. 
“Active stewardship and engaging with company 
management year round can deliver results as 
opposed to opting for divestment.”

GFANZ members, particularly asset managers, have 
a role in ensuring investee firms’ transition plans 
not only cover Scope 3 emissions but also impacts 
on nature, said Midgley. “The Agriculture, Forestry 
and Other Land Use (AFOLU) sectors are huge 
GHG emitters as well as drivers of biodiversity loss, 
both at source and throughout the supply chain. 
That will continue without targeted interventions to 
shift away from business-as-usual practices that 
degrade environmentally-sensitive areas and direct 
investment to nature-based solutions,” she observed.

In addition to driving down emissions, engagement 
can bolster the finance sector’s reputation with 
its customers, Warwick Thompson asserted. 
“Stewardship can help rebuild the public’s trust in 
financial services. We can show investors are playing 
a positive role in contributing to a better society and 
a better economy.”

If companies change policies and practices as 
a result of their investor engagement and if the 
discussion leads to positive outcomes for workers 

effect’ with the price of oil and gas,” he said. “That 
swing will continue, but hopefully the trend will ease 
off as we see renewables come into the market 
in increasingly attractive forms and we see use of 
energy start to change in areas such as aviation and 
transportation.”

Transition to renewables may be a long-term trend, 
but the investments will need to be made now, Mohin 
added, asserting that oil and gas companies must 
plan strategically.

If companies don’t begin to move quicker, the 
world will move without them, he suggested, as 
highlighted by May’s Exxon Mobil shareholder vote. 
“Some companies refuse to take these issues into 
account, and are being punished by the markets,” 
said Mohin. “As we start to see a decarbonising 
world, the smart companies will make more bets 
in this space to avoid the stranded assets that 
will come with a transition to a decarbonised 
economy.”

To combat stranded assets the market will need 
offsets and to get those properly working there will 
need to be fully realised rules and regulations.

This could see a stronger role for central banks 
in prudential policy to drive transition in terms of 
reducing finance sector support for the fossil fuel 
sector.

Reducing emissions through engagement
The role of the finance sector in driving the global 
transition to a low-carbon economy depends to no 
small extent on the ability of investors and lenders to 
identify climate risks in their portfolios. Institutional 
investors made progress in 2021, both in terms 
of the improved flow of information from investee 
companies and engaging with them and scrutinising 
their decarbonisation strategies.

These efforts were boosted by a number of 
initiatives announced at COP26, but the scrutiny 
of climate risks in investment and loan portfolios 
remains a work in progress.

Investors can play a role 
in flagging data gaps and 
reporting inconsistencies in 
supply chains.
Alison Midgley, WWF UK
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from managers on climate risks, in terms of how 
they communicate to asset owners and how they 
put them into action.

“This means managers casting a critical eye over 
what companies are and are not reporting, but also 
not relying on exclusion of difficult sectors from 
their portfolios, engaging instead with firms that 
are signalling that they want to decarbonise their 
business models,” she said.

Metrics critical to biodiversity challenge
COP26 registered new commitments on reversing 
deforestation, limiting methane emissions, and 
increasing protection. But the extent that it provided 
sufficient support for action against biodiversity loss 
and the ability of investors to manage associated 
risks remains open to question. Panellists 
praised new steps being taken but expressed 
disappointment at the overall lack of pace.

This year saw the announcement of the Taskforce 
for Nature-related Financial Disclosure (TNFD). 
It follows the Task Force on Climate-Related 
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) though with several 
differences as the task on monitoring the impact 
of human activity on biodiversity is much more 
complex. Mitchell said he believes TNFD faces steep 
challenges, particularly in establishing convergence 
around reporting of metrics.

“There is scope for criticism of any metric, but from 
a climate perspective the fact that we can use 
weighted average carbon intensity as a starting point 
is at least useful. It will be interesting to see how we 
put together those metrics from a TNFD perspective.”

and those operating in the supply chain, the finance 
sector can be seen as forging a positive path to 
equity and sustainability, he said.

The reporting initiatives unveiled at COP26 such 
as the new International Sustainability Standards 
Board’s climate-first prototype standard should also 
have positive effects, panellists noted, in terms of 
improving transparency of firms’ GHG emissions and 
other climate risks, alongside regulatory initiatives 
aimed at greater disclosure, such as the UK’s 
proposals for mandatory transition plans.

But Warwick Thompson suggested a more proactive 
approach is also needed by individual institutions. 
“Investors do need to take more forceful actions 
to show the positive outcomes of stewardship. 
We want our members to explain to their clients in 
simple language this is what happens as a result of 
engagement and help bring more transparency to 
this area.”

Divestment, he insisted, should be viewed as a 
last resort. “We are worried about pressure on 
governments to force net zero targets divestment, 
which we think will be counterintuitive due to the 
needs around decarbonisation of the real economy 
in the long run.”

Midgley cited the COP26 Declaration as an example 
of asset owners’ evolving engagement expectations 

The expectations of developing countries are 
certainly reaching a pitch around how you 
address loss and damage.
Jason Mitchell, Man Group
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Mitchell also welcomed TNFD’s embrace of double 
materiality. “That means it looks not just at the 
impacts of nature on a firm, but also at what the 
firm is doing to biodiversity loss. This is a deviation 
from TCFD, which has been focused on financial 
materiality.”

The voluntary reporting mechanisms have the 
potential to help investors to understand the nature 
risks and impacts, said Midgley, highlighting also 
the problems of illegally traded commodities finding 
their way into supply chains.

“Despite the growing adoption of the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights, they’re 
not necessarily being factored into day-to-day 
decision-making at company level. Investors can 
play a role in flagging data gaps and reporting 
inconsistencies in supply chains, as well as 
engaging with governments on the need for stronger 
traceability requirements,” she said.

“It is action we need”
The panel concluded with most saying there had 
been progress at Glasgow though they had wanted 
more. “The pacts and agreements are the standard 
stuff of these meetings,” said Mohin. “It is action 
we need. What we saw in COP26 was a major 
support for accountability. By putting into place 
the foundational building blocks of accountability, 
in the form of the ISSB and the new accountability 
measures for NDCs, the hard work of accounting will 
start to move the needle.”

Observations on the insufficient steps taken in 
Glasgow resonated with Gimber, who suggested the 
lack of action sent a clear, if perhaps discomfiting, 
message to the private sector. “As the practicalities of 

what net zero means become clear, the costs involved 
for governments look increasingly unpalatable. 
Throughout COP26, it became apparent that both 
developed and emerging markets nations are 
reluctant to inflict the economic pain. On that basis, it 
is left to the private sector to drive change,” he said.

It may be too soon to tell whether Glasgow is a 
success or failure, panellists said, implying its place 
in history will be determined by the next steps, 
particularly of policymakers.

Lawson reiterated the need for governments to 
provide the impetus and funds to deliver transition. 
“This 12-month window is going to be a really 
important one. We already know that the US$100 
billion per annum promised to finance transition and 
adaption in developing economies is inadequate, 
and was not even delivered. But seeing that number 
scale up – in reality, not just in pledges – would 
be one of the indicators that can give us more 
confidence that the Paris Agreement objectives can 
in fact be met.” n

The hard work of 
accounting will start to 
move the needle.
Tim Mohin, Persefoni

Investors need to take more 
forceful actions to show 
the positive outcomes of 
stewardship.
Oscar Warwick Thomson, UKSIF
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SPONSORED STATEMENT
CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

Sponsored by:

Time to Consider a 
Multi-Asset Strategy? 

With China now aiming to be carbon neutral 
by 2060 and companies making rapid 
progress in alternative energy technologies, 

we are on the cusp of a revolution. We expect to 
see a massive shift in the way we live and work. 
Forecasts suggest 20-fold growth in revenues for 
electric vehicles and renewable energy by 2050. This 
is a fantastic long-term growth story. 

There are many investment solutions that seek to 
capitalise on the climate opportunity. Among them, 
we believe a multi-asset approach is particularly 
compelling. Here, asset managers can offer 
investors a focused exposure to the climate theme, 
while carefully managing the risks that sometimes 
come with higher return potential. 

Strong thematic exposure
The first challenge for investors is how to access 
the climate theme. It can be surprisingly hard to 
find investment funds with strong exposure to the 
technologies that will drive the low-carbon transition. 

This is counterintuitive, given the dozens of 
sustainability funds on the market. But if you take a 
look at the top-10 holdings in many funds with ‘climate’ 
or ‘sustainable’ in the label, you will frequently find 

mainstream names like Microsoft or Amazon. These 
companies may have good operational environmental 
policies, but they are not strongly exposed to the 
climate opportunities theme. Why, then, are they in the 
portfolio? We suspect it is because most sustainability 
or climate funds have standard equity benchmarks 
and tight tracking-error limits that require them to hold 
benchmark-like exposures. 

Indeed, our initial analysis suggests that standard 
global equity benchmarks only have a 5-10% exposure 
to EU Taxonomy-aligned activities. We find that many 
funds that are labelled ‘sustainable’ do better than this, 
doubling the level of exposure to 20%. However, this 
still leaves 80% of funds exposed to activities that are 
not strongly associated with the sustainability theme. 

One solution is to forgo standard equity benchmarks 
and instead start with a list of companies whose core 
businesses are to provide climate solutions. This 
means investors can potentially align 75% of their 
portfolio with the EU Taxonomy, rather than a mere 
20%. This, though, does mean that such a fund will 
perform differently to standard equity benchmarks. 
However, we believe that if an investor is serious 
about gaining strong exposure to the climate 
theme, then the portfolio has to look different to a 
benchmark that is only 5% exposed to this theme.

Managing risk 
While strong thematic exposure might be an 
investor’s goal, there can be dangers in taking a 
highly concentrated exposure to sustainability 
themes. The S&P Clean Energy Index provides a 
good example. It sold-off during the pandemic shock 
in March 2020, then rose sharply, before falling again 
by 50% from its peak in January to May this year. 
Overall, it has offered investors decent returns – but 

A multi-asset approach can offer 
a focused exposure to the climate 
theme, writes Craig Mackenzie, Head 
of Strategic Asset Allocation at abrdn.
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put them through quite a roller coaster ride. By our 
calculations, the volatility of exchange-traded funds 
(ETFs) based on this index has been around double 
that of standard equities over the last three years. 
There is a similar story for other thematic ETFs.

How can we achieve a smoother investment journey? 
We believe diversification provides the answer. And 
one way is through a multi-asset approach that seeks 
to ensure diversification at two levels: through equities 
and across asset classes. Within equities, investors 
can have broad exposure across the full range of 
companies exposed to the climate theme. Investors 
can also diversify across asset classes. For example, 
by holding pure climate exposures in ‘green bonds’, 
renewable energy infrastructure and ‘green equities’. 

To illustrate this, we created a model multi-asset 
climate portfolio. As the chart shows, the strategy 
was able retain a very high exposure to the climate 
solutions theme – but with less than half the 
volatility of the S&P Clean Energy Index.

Final thoughts…
We believe positive environmental change will come 
in part through the investments and the choices we 

make. One way is by investing in companies that 
are engaged in activities that seek to help the world 
mitigate, or adapt to, climate change. In doing so, 
as investors we can play our part to ensure climate 
change is not inevitable. n

Important Information 
The value of an investment is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up. An investor may get back less than they invested. Please consider the below risk factors: 
• The fund invests in equity and equity related securities. These are sensitive to variations in the stock markets which can be volatile and change substantially in short periods of time. 
• The fund invests in securities which are subject to the risk that the issuer may default on interest or capital payments.
 • The fund’s price can go up or down daily for a variety of reasons including changes in interest rates, inflation expectations or the perceived credit quality of individual countries or securities. 
• The fund invests in emerging market equities and / or bonds. Investing in emerging markets involves a greater risk of loss than investing in more developed markets due to, among other factors, 
greater political, tax, economic, foreign exchange, liquidity and regulatory risks. 
• The use of derivatives carries the risk of reduced liquidity, substantial loss and increased volatility in adverse market conditions, such as a failure amongst market participants. The use of derivatives 
may result in the fund being leveraged (where market exposure and thus the potential for loss by the fund exceeds the amount it has invested) and in these market conditions the effect of leverage will 
be to magnify losses.
The fund is a Sterling dominated unit trust, an authorised open-ended investment company (OEIC). The information contained in this marketing document should not be considered as an offer, 
investment recommendation or solicitation, to deal in the shares of any securities or financial instruments. It is not intended for distribution or use by any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or 
located in any jurisdiction where such distribution, publication or use would be prohibited. No information, opinions or data in this document constitute investment, legal, tax or other advice and are not 
to be relied upon in making an investment or other decision. Subscriptions for shares in the fund may only be made on the basis of the latest Prospectus and relevant K
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or a component of any financial instruments or 
products or indices. None of the MSCI information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from marketing) any kind of investment decision and may not 
be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis, should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an 
‘as is’ basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each other person involved in or related to compiling, computing 
or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the ‘MSCI’ Parties) expressly disclaims all warranties (including without limitation, any warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, timeliness, non-
infringement, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose) with respect to this information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any liability for any direct, 
indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including, without limitation, lost profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com).
This communication constitutes marketing, and is available in the following countries/regions and issued by the respective abrdn group members detailed below. abrdn group comprises abrdn plc and 
its subsidiaries: (entities as at 27 September 2021)
United Kingdom (UK) 
Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited, registered in Scotland (SC108419) at 10 Queen’s Terrace, Aberdeen, AB10 1XL. Standard Life Investments Limited registered in Scotland (SC123321) at 1 George 
Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LL. Both companies are authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Europe 1, Middle East and Africa
1 In EU/EEA for Professional Investors, in Switzerland for Qualified Investors - not authorised for distribution to retail investors in these regions
 Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, France, Gibraltar, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, and Sweden: Produced by Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited, 
registered in Scotland (SC108419) at 10 Queen’s Terrace, Aberdeen, AB10 1XL, and Standard Life Investments Limited registered in Scotland (SC123321) at 1 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LL. Both 
companies are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK. Unless otherwise indicated, this content refers only to the market views, analysis and investment capabilities of 
the foregoing entities as at the date of publication. Issued by Aberdeen Standard Investments Ireland Limited. Registered in Republic of Ireland (Company No.621721) at 2-4 Merrion Row, Dublin D02 
WP23. Regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Austria, Germany: Issued by Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited, registered in Scotland (SC108419) at 10 Queen’s Terrace, Aberdeen, AB10 1XL, and 
Standard Life Investments Limited registered in Scotland (SC123321) at 1 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LL. Both companies are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the 
UK. Switzerland: Aberdeen Standard Investments (Switzerland) AG. Registered in Switzerland (CHE-114.943.983) atcSchweizergasse 14, 8001 Zürich. Abu Dhabi Global Market (“ADGM”): Aberdeen 
Asset Middle East Limited, 6th floor, Al Khatem Tower, Abu Dhabi Global Market Square, Al Maryah Island, P.O. Box 764605, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. Regulated by the ADGM Financial Services 
Regulatory Authority. For Professional Clients and Market Counterparties only.

MSCI for abrdn Model Climate Portfolio (GBP H)
S&P Clean Energy Index vs abrdn model climate portfolio 

* These figures relate to simulated past performance. The simulation 
was performed using a model portfolio of equity, credit and infrastructure 
securities with high EU Taxonomy alignment. When interpreting the results, 
the investor should always take into consideration the limitation of the 
model applied. The returns are shown before fees and other charges. The 
impact of any charges will reduce the performance shown. Figures are 
shown in GBP. Source: ASI, Bloomberg, MSCI, S&P. August 2021. 
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FEATURE
BIODIVERSITY

More ambitious and integrated 
investment strategies are needed to 
tackle climate change and biodiversity 
loss in tandem, experts tell Heather 
McKenzie.

Double Trouble
While investors are becoming more 

“sophisticated” in their response to the twin 
crises of climate change and biodiversity 

loss, the approach of many asset managers to 
biodiversity “lags far behind”, according to Katie 
Leach, Senior Programme Development Manager for 
Biodiversity at non-profit organisation ShareAction. 
The crises call for financial institutions – whether 
asset managers, asset owners or banks – to 
implement ambitious and integrated strategies  
“at speed”, she adds.

The relationship between climate change and 
biodiversity is increasingly recognised by policy 
makers and investors. Speaking at a COP26 event 
organised by the Secretariat of the UN-convened 
Convention on Biological Diversity, CBD Executive 
Secretary Elizabeth Maruma Mrema flagged the Ph
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“interconnected challenges” of climate change, 
biodiversity loss and desertification.

The conservation and protection of biodiversity 
“holds the key to solving every global challenge we 
face, from climate change mitigation and adaption 
through to human health, economic development 
and poverty eradication”, she said.

Its paramount importance is recognised in the Global 
Biodiversity Framework, the final version of which 
will be presented for ratification at the second part of 
the UN Biodiversity Conference, COP15, in Kunming, 
China, during May 2022.

Speaking in Glasgow, Huang Runqiu, Minister of 
Ecology and Environment for China and President of 
COP15, said it was critical that resources should be 

mobilised to address climate change and biodiversity 
loss. Multilateralism should be upheld, he added, to 
achieve common solutions to implement the goals of 
the Paris Agreement and the Biodiversity Framework.

A focus on forests
A multilateral approach was evidenced in the 
Glasgow Leaders’ Declaration on Forests and Land 
Use, endorsed by 141 countries covering just over 
90% of the world’s forests. Signatories committed 
to recognise “the critical and interdependent roles of 
forests of all types, biodiversity and sustainable land 
use in enabling the world to meet its sustainable 
development goals”. They also declared they would 
help achieve a balance between anthropogenic 
greenhouse gas emissions and removal by sinks; 
to adapt to climate change; and to maintain other 
ecosystem services.

FEATURE
BIODIVERSITY
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is for the two frameworks to comprehensively cover 
reporting and reduction of climate and nature-related 
financial risks.

“While such combined frameworks develop, asset 
owners have a key role to play in driving up standards 
across the asset management industry,” says Leach. 
“They should be encouraging asset managers to 
embed climate considerations in biodiversity policies, 
elevate biodiversity loss considerations as part of 
climate engagement, and prioritise engagement with 
sectors and companies having a disproportionate 
impact on biodiversity and climate change.”

Imperfect information
For the majority of investors, biodiversity is “a 
relatively new topic, but important”, says Danielle 
Fugere, President of US-based shareholder 
advocacy organisation As You Sow. “When we 
talk to issuers, some of the largest companies, 
particularly food companies, are cognisant of the 
need for biodiversity preservation. It is likely there 
will be increased focus on climate change and its 
impact on biodiversity and mass extinctions.”

Fugere points to actions of the shareholder advocacy 
arm of Green Century Capital Management as the 
beginning of this trend. In April, the organisation 
withdrew a shareholder proposal for JP Morgan’s 
annual shareholder meeting after the bank agreed to 
expand its policies on deforestation. A year earlier, a 
Green Century resolution, calling on Proctor & Gamble 
to eliminate deforestation and forest degradation in its 
supply chain, gained 67% of votes at the company’s 

Flora Gaber, ESG Specialist at Swedish government-
owned pension fund AP7, says it is “clearly 
encouraging” that world leaders have committed 
to end deforestation by 2030. “We haven’t seen 
anything similar before. Of course the commitment 
now has to turn into action, otherwise it’s not worth a 
lot, but still it’s a reason to be optimistic.”

The importance of forests in supporting biodiversity 
was also recognised by private sector participants at 
COP26. More than 30 financial institutions, collectively 
with over US$8.7 trillion in assets under management, 
committed to using “best efforts” to eliminate 
commodity-driven deforestation from portfolios by 
2025. The firms included Aviva, Storebrand Asset 
Management, Impax Asset Management and the 
Church Commissioners for England.

Participating investors plan to use active ownership 
and ongoing stewardship to catalyse actions to 
eliminate deforestation across supply chains from 
cattle products, palm oil, soy, and pulp and paper 
production.

However, ShareAction analysis has highlighted 
that while commitments to fight deforestation are 
increasing across the finance sector, these are often 
“weak and high-level”, says Leach. “Many financial 
institutions treat biodiversity loss and climate change 
as isolated issues. This risks underestimating the true 
scale of their impacts and dependencies, inhibiting 
the development of effective mitigation strategies.”

Efforts to instigate a combined approach to climate 
change and biodiversity include the Taskforce for 
Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD). Built 
upon the structure and foundation of the Taskforce 
on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures, the goal 

While there is 
data available to 
assess biodiversity, 
it needs to be 
standardised and 
aggregated.
Flora Gaber, AP7
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annual shareholder meeting. Those voting in support 
of the resolution included asset manager BlackRock.

In being a relatively fledgling topic, Fugere says the 
impact of biodiversity loss on portfolios is not well 
understood, identifying a need for more and better 
investor education and resources. “All areas of ESG 
need solid tools to help investors understand impact. 
While there are some good sources of information 
on biodiversity, there is not a single index or 
measurement system that investors can turn to.”

Understanding biodiversity risks and impacts often 
requires location-specific data, says AP7’s Gaber. 
“It is harder to quantify than, for instance, climate 
change, which can largely be tracked through a 
single-use metric such as greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions. While there is data available to assess 
biodiversity, it needs to be standardised and 
aggregated in such a way that is becomes relevant 
and accessible for investors.”

Joint threats, common solutions
While the impact of biodiversity loss on portfolios 
may not be well understood, the link between climate 
change and biodiversity is, says Leach.

“In June this year the Intergovernmental Science-Policy 
Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services 

(IPBES) and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) launched a great joint report illustrating 
the underpinning science. Climate change is the third 
largest direct driver of biodiversity loss, after land/
sea use and direct exploitation, and is set to become 
increasingly important as a direct driver in future. 
In turn, biodiversity loss and declines in ecosystem 
services reduce the potential of ecosystems to limit 
climate change and mitigate its negative impacts.”

Together climate change and biodiversity loss 
represent severe environmental threats to the planet, 
but there are many common solutions for both, such 
as the protection of forests, wetlands and coastal 
ecosystems, she says. “Given the interconnected 
and systemic nature of the threats posed by climate 
change and biodiversity loss, it is essential that 
financial institutions respond appropriately.”

Gaber says AP7’s investment strategy recognises 
that climate stability and biodiversity must be 
addressed in combination. “In our view, investments 
aimed at addressing climate change should be 
assessed for their potential to impact biodiversity as 
demonstrated by the joint IPBES and IPCC report.”

During COP15, Jean-Jacques Barbéris, Director of the 
Institutional and Corporate Clients division & ESG at 
Amundi, who was speaking on behalf of the Finance 
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Chinese government, as well as the EU’s commitment 
to double overseas funding for biodiversity-related 
initiatives by the end of the decade.

“However, these still fall short of the targets of the 
current draft Global Biodiversity Framework, which 
highlights a financing gap up to at least US$700 
billion per year by 2030,” he adds.

Asset owners are “important catalysts and providers 
of incentives to drive up standards in the industry 
around biodiversity” says Leach, citing ShareAction’s 
‘Point of No Returns Biodiversity’ report.

To fulfil this role, they need to incorporate biodiversity 
into all aspects of their investment operations. For 
example, ShareAction recommends that asset owners 
strengthen due diligence in asset manager selection 
by reviewing performance in the areas of biodiversity 
related voting and engagement, policy commitments 
and accounting for the impact of investments.

“Equally, asset owners should firmly embed clear and 
specific expectations on the integration and reporting 
on biodiversity-related issues, as well as investment 
objectives regarding negative biodiversity impacts, into 
investment management agreements,” says Leach.

“Asset owners which are also shareholders in asset 
management companies can additionally exercise 
their influence via voting or engagement to address 
poor performance on biodiversity.” n

for Biodiversity Foundation, said the finance sector 
“cannot forget biodiversity in the race to net zero”. Land 
use change, he added, is one of the biggest drivers of 
biodiversity loss, accounting for about 30% of loss, and 
is the second highest source of GHG emissions.

“Addressing biodiversity loss, in part through 
nature, will play a key role in achieving net zero, but 
clear guidelines are needed from the international 
community,” he said.

The next draft of the Global Biodiversity Framework 
should “more accurately reflect the sense of urgency 
and the level of ambition required to protect and 
restore biodiversity” said Barbéris. “It is essential 
that the post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework 
highlights the role that financial institutions and the 
private sector can and should play in delivering the 
2030 milestones and the 2050 goals.”

Driving up standards
Chris Dodwell, Head of Policy and Advocacy at 
Impax Asset Management, said while the final details 
of the revised Global Biodiversity Framework remain 
to be seen, the current draft offers encouragement.

“We hope that it raises awareness and galvanises 
action to address biodiversity loss amongst 
national governments. We hope to see an 
overarching goal to halt and reverse biodiversity/
nature loss by 2030 included in the updated draft, 
as we believe this will be most effective in helping 
to mobilise the private sector.”

Dodwell said it was positive to see a number of 
financing commitments from governments during 
the first part of COP15, such as the US$240 million 
Kunming Biodiversity Fund announced by the 

Asset owners 
should firmly 
embed expectations 
on the integration 
and reporting 
on biodiversity-
related issues.
Katie Leach, ShareAction
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Pressure to Accurately 
Disclose Carbon 
Emissions is Building

Carbon disclosure mandates, increased 
consumer awareness around climate issues, 
and growing climate risks associated with 

investments are collectively adding pressure for both 
enterprises and financial institutions to calculate, 
manage and report their greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions.

And it’s not just the emissions from their operations. 
It’s even more critical to measure, manage and 

The key issue surrounding 
the disclosure of financed 
emissions is the difficulty in 
quantifying them.

Sponsored by:

Changes in the regulatory landscape 
mean the need for asset managers 
to accurately disclose their financed 
carbon emissions is becoming 
increasingly urgent.

report on their ‘Scope 3’ impacts – that is, the 
emissions from assets not owned or controlled by 
the reporting organization. For financial services 
companies, this includes the climate impacts of 
investments and other financial transactions.

Climate disclosure mandates
In April 2022, two of the world’s largest economies, 
the UK and Japan, will be the first G20 countries 
to mandate climate disclosure for listed 
companies. The disclosures will be based on the 
recommendations of the Task Force for Climate-
Related Disclosures (TCFD).

Similar mandates are expected to be announced 
shortly in the US and the EU. All of these new 
mandates will require audited and assured climate 
information to be integrated into the company’s 
financial statements.

Even more relevant to asset managers is the EU’s 
Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR). 
This new requirement comes into effect in January 
of 2023 and requires a series of sustainability-related 
disclosures in the documentation of a financial 
product and on the asset manager’s website. These 
disclosures include the climate impact of any 
financial product which has a carbon emissions 
reduction objective.1

From optional to compulsory
Concurrent with the rise of carbon disclosure 
mandates, the risks associated with investing in 
carbon-intensive industries are growing ever more 
apparent. Investments in GHG intensive industries 

1 Simmons and Simmons, (2020). The EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure 
Regulation Key Requirements
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may incur outsized risks due to the likelihood of 
carbon emissions regulations in the future.

Within this new paradigm of growing public 
awareness, disclosure mandates, and the likelihood 
of emission regulations, asset managers must 
understand and disclose the climate-related risks in 
their portfolios.

All of these factors add up to make it no longer 
optional that asset managers embark on the journey 
of calculating, managing, and reporting on their GHG 
emissions.

The financed emission problem
Asset managers will play a crucial role in mitigating 
and adapting to climate change by steering the flow 
of capital towards the transition to a decarbonised 
economy. These capital decisions will benefit the 
environment and the bottom line as asset managers 
take advantage of the economic opportunities in 
the energy transition and de-risk their portfolio from 
climate-related impacts.

To make these critical decisions, asset managers 
need reliable information on their ‘financed 
emissions’. These are the climate impacts 
associated with the financial transactions made by 
asset managers.

A study from CDP identified financed emissions 
as the vast majority of the carbon footprint for 
financial services companies comes from financed 
emissions. While only 25% of financial institutions 
report on their financed emissions, CDP found that 
they average 700 times more than their operational 
emissions.2 This means the majority of asset 
managers are only reporting on less than a quarter 
of 1% of their overall emissions.

The key issue surrounding the disclosure of 
financed emissions is the difficulty in quantifying 
them. A large asset manager can have thousands of 
different assets and make millions of transactions 

2  CDP (2020) – The Time to Green Finance – CDP financial services 
disclosure report 2020

each year. Cutting-edge information technology is 
needed to estimate carbon emissions from each of 
these assets.

New standards
Thankfully, new standards and guidelines have been 
developed that provide the foundation for these 
calculations.

The de facto global accounting standard for financed 
emissions has been created by the Partnership for 
Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF). The PCAF 
framework provides formulas for allocating the 
carbon impacts for transactions in eight major asset 
classes.

New tools for the job
Historically, calculating an entity’s carbon emissions 
has been a very niche practice conducted by 
consultants on spreadsheets. While expensive and 
complex, this process delivers information that falls 
short of the needs of asset managers.

There is a new category of cutting-edge software 
to address this need called Climate Management 
and Accounting Platforms (CMAP). This set of 
SAAS companies can deliver substantially more 
reliable, timely and cost-effective carbon accounting 
information.

CMAP systems are the enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) platform for carbon accounting and 
disclosure. A CMAP system ingests information 
from other ERP systems and applies the most 
relevant emissions estimation factors for every 
transaction.

For asset managers, the most significant carbon 
information is their financed emissions which will 
provide the data needed to identify climate risks and 
opportunities within their portfolios. n

As the leading CMAP provider and the only company to 
have encoded the PCAF standard, Persefoni is uniquely 
positioned to assist financial services firms. You can 
schedule a demonstration here.
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COP26’s boost to the low carbon 
transition will broaden the range of 
investment options available to asset 
owners, reports Jeff Salway. 

The Rush to 
Renewables 

The consensus when the dust finally settled on 
COP26 was that it achieved less than desired, 
but more than expected. For asset owners, 

however, COP26 made one thing clearer than ever: 
the transition from fossil fuels to renewable sources 
of energy is about to gather serious momentum.

Investors also heard governments acknowledge 
that with public funding insufficient to meet their 
renewable energy targets, private funding has a 
crucial role to play. “The announcements coming 
out of COP26 gave a clear indication that energy 
transition is the key to ensuring that temperatures 
do not rise more than 1.5 degrees Celsius, and that 
rising global temperatures will not be controlled 
without significantly scaling renewables,” according 
to Rebecca Craddock-Taylor, Director of Sustainable 
Investment at Gresham House.

The beginning of the end
The watered down final text at COP26 referred to 
“phasing down” unabated coal power rather than 
phasing it out. Nevertheless, the writing is on the wall 
for coal. COP26 produced commitments to scale 
up clean power and ensure a just transition, while 
financial institutions made landmark commitments 
to cease the funding of ‘unabated’ coal-based power 
generation.

A coalition of financial institutions under the 
Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ), 
with US$130 trillion at their disposal, pledged to set 
regularly reviewed science-based targets to map 
their path to net zero emissions by 2050 at the latest.

The conference also delivered a raft of more detailed 
national determined contributions (NDCs), most 
notably India’s commitment to deriving 50% of 
domestic energy from renewables by 2030. The final 
text envisages new NDCs on 2030 goals next year, 
and then on the 2035 goals in 2025. 
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Sector-specific initiatives included the US$8.5 billion 
financing package agreed by France, Germany, the 
UK, the US and the EU to accelerate the shift from 
fossil fuels to renewable energy in South Africa.

Another agreement saw 28 companies including 
several energy majors join the new H2Zero initiative 
aimed at accelerating the replacement of highly 
polluting grey hydrogen with lower-carbon H2. It’s 
estimated that the pledges made under H2Zero will 
drive up demand for lower-carbon hydrogen by some 
1.6 million tonnes a year. 

Meanwhile, the RouteZero campaign brought 
together commitments from transport sector 
stakeholders to move towards 100% zero-emission 
vehicle adoption by the end of the 2030s.

Responsibilities and opportunities
Many of the initiatives that emerged from the 
discussions at COP26 will offer new investment 
opportunities that haven’t previously been 
considered, not least in the development of the 
solutions necessary to slow deforestation.

FEATURE
RENEWABLES
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while there are visible short-term gaps in solar and 
wind energy storage. 

“Without significant investment in energy storage, for 
example, growth in renewable energy capacity could 
be problematic for grid management, and would 
lead to increased price volatility and supply-demand 
imbalances,” Craddock-Taylor points out.

In the UK, for example, existing renewable capacity 
has to be increased three-fold if the 2050 net zero 
targets are to be met. As the most cost-effective 
means of creating new capacity at scale, wind and 
solar are best placed to deliver the necessary growth 
in capacity.

“Project developers are aware of this and currently 
there is close to double the UK’s current utility-scale 
solar capacity in the planning process,” according to 
Craddock-Taylor. “Increased solar and wind capacity 
will also require both energy storage and increased 
baseload generation (e.g. nuclear) in order to balance 
supply and demand on the grid.”

The additional appeal of wind and solar is that 
they don’t require significant funding for unproven 
technologies in order to achieve scale. 

E is for …
Opportunities are likely to emerge in the energy 
efficiency space too, particularly around the 

When it comes to renewables, asset owners can 
benefit from helping address project financing 
gaps within the existing industry to facilitate a just 
and orderly transition. The investment case for 
renewables was building momentum even before 
Glasgow, with energy transition technologies 
becoming more cost-competitive and consumers 
increasingly open to alternatives such as heat 
pumps and electric vehicles. 

“We are also seeing some improvements in battery 
storage and a growing number of emerging market 
entrants, providing greater diversification and 
economies of scale,” according to Sarah Peasey, 
Director of European ESG Investing at Neuberger 
Berman. “The upside thesis is intact as the demand 
for renewables is very strong and the resource is a 
clear winner in the journey to achieving net zero.”

Asset owners generally understand that wind and 
solar power are the main sectors for investment 
growth in renewables, and for good reason. With 
the US aiming for 30% and 45% of all electricity to 
be solar-generated by 2030 and 2050 respectively, 
for example – up from around 3% now – the solar 
market offers clear promise.

But those sectors will only flourish given the 
funding required to allow energy markets and grid 
infrastructure to adapt, with storage a key area. 
Battery storage will become increasingly important 
in supporting the energy transition by alleviating the 
intermittency issues associated with renewables, 

Electrification of 
existing infrastructure 
is a key element.
Elke Pfeiffer,  
Net Zero Asset Owners Alliance
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FEATURE
RENEWABLES

performance of buildings and the capture of 
methane emissions and ‘fugitive’ carbon dioxide.

The investment case in sectors supporting electric 
vehicles (EVs) is similarly compelling, but the need 
for additional infrastructure investment is again 
pressing, particularly in developing nations. 

“Electrification of existing infrastructure is a key 
element, along with improving access to and driving 
usage of alternative fuels such as green hydrogen 
and establishing a fully accessible EV charging 
network,” says Elke Pfeiffer, Senior Project Manager 
for the UN-convened Net Zero Asset Owners Alliance.

Hydrogen has a much broader role to play in 
the energy transition, with applications in areas 
including heating, transportation and electricity. 
Hydrogen currently accounts for around 1% of total 
energy consumption in Europe, and many of the 
processes required to scale up are not economically 
viable, as it stands.

That will require both public and private finance to 
support the development of technologies such as 
the carbon capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS) 
that enables lower cost low-carbon hydrogen 
production. For asset owners to step forward with 
confidence, greater regulatory and policy clarity will 
be needed.

Despite encouraging signs, says Pfeiffer, CCUS are 
“yet to become economically viable, though we are 
seeing encouraging progress on this front”. 

The potential for growth is obvious, however; in 
a renewables-based energy system, hydrogen 
production could grow 8% year-on-year, according to 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance, most of which will 
be green hydrogen (made using renewable energy-
powered electrolysers). 

Means and methods
The channels through which investors can 
participate in the transition are widening as the 
market matures and new strategies emerge. The 
forms of financing available to asset owners include 
direct debt or equity financing, as well as fund 
solutions where risk is diversified. 

Blended (public/private) finance structures are a 
vital instrument for scaling up these solutions and 
helping manage risks that investors are unable or 
unwilling to support. “This is especially the case for 
new technologies or in emerging markets, where 
schemes tend to come with a higher degree of 
risk,” Pfeiffer explains. “Risk capital is rare, therefore 
de-risking from the public sector supports bringing 
these solutions to scale.”

With governments ramping up spending on clean 
energy projects, there will be income and growth 
on offer in areas including infrastructure debt. 
In the UK, for instance, around half of the £600 
billion of infrastructure projects in the development 
pipeline are expected to be financed by private 
investment.

Fund solutions remain patchy, with relatively few 
expert fund managers in this space. However, 
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Some fund managers are responding by moving up 
the risk spectrum to early-stage opportunities and 
away from the more developed projects attracting 
increased capital.

Yet it’s already possible to access high-quality 
assets and achieve attractive financial returns from 
renewable energy funding, says Craddock-Taylor. 
“We are confident that the subsidy-free renewables 
era offers a clear opportunity for significant 
investment with clear financial and environmental 
benefits,” she says. 

Some solutions will be more investable than 
others, and much will depend on the evolving policy 
approach in different areas. Diversification is crucial, 
through offshore and onshore wind, utility scale solar 
and residential solar, infrastructure and equipment 
and service providers.

“The growth potential in renewables presents a 
multi-decade opportunity,” says Peasey. 

“The key is for investors to be selective and very 
mindful of the potential headwinds and tailwinds 
over the long term as the global power sector 
transitions to lower emissions.” n

research by investment consulting firm bfinance 
found that more than 65 renewable infrastructure 
strategies were fundraising in early 2021, up from 
about 50 two years earlier, with a particular growth in 
strategies focusing on ‘energy transition’.1 

In addition, the Sustainable Finance Disclosure 
Regulation (SFDR) and the imminent rollout of the 
EU taxonomy will make it easier for investors to 
allocate capital appropriately, while also hastening 
the shift in value to less carbon intensive sectors. 
“Corporates and investors have long been calling 
for a consolidation of sustainability reporting 
standards and for greater regulatory support for 
those standards, and now it is happening,” says 
Peasey.

Growing pains
A concern for many investors is the price impact 
of high demand in renewables sectors where 
investment opportunities remain in relatively short 
supply.

The availability of renewables projects for funding 
is affected by issues including grid connections, the 
long timelines for planning permissions and the need 
for substantial technological innovation (such as 
in cement production) that remains expensive and 
unproven at scale.

Investors are also wary of how falling costs and 
the related phasing out of subsidies in certain 
renewables markets affects the risk-reward trade-off. 

1 https://www.institutionalassetmanager.co.uk/2021/03/18/297376/
renewables-sector-has-transformed-diverse-and-highly-competitive- 
asset-class

The growth 
potential in 
renewables 
presents a 
multi-decade 
opportunity.
Sarah Peasey,  
Neuberger Berman
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Selecting Stocks for 
an Environmentally 
Sustainable Future

Even before COP26, the relevance of 
sustainability was increasingly obvious to 
governments, companies, consumers and 

investors. Building a more sustainable world is 
both an urgent task, with the increasing focus on 
decarbonisation goals by 2030, and a long-term one 
that will span decades.

Sustainability is driving decisions at all levels of the 
economy. Consumers are increasingly opting for more 
sustainable choices in their daily lives, from reusable 
shopping bags to plant-based meat substitutes. 
Companies are factoring sustainability into their long-
term investment plans, such as incorporating goals to 
achieve net zero carbon emissions and reduce waste. 
And governments around the world are making policy 
decisions to support and encourage the transition to a 
low carbon economy. 

At J.P. Morgan Asset Management, we believe that 
to be successful investors, this massive secular shift 
must be incorporated into investment decisions. 
That’s why we started to incorporate sustainability 
into our investment processes years ago, and 
why we expect to grow our sustainable investing 
capabilities significantly in the coming years. 

The transition to a low-carbon 
economy will yield many opportunities, 
but investors will require an integrated 
and disciplined approach, says  
Paul Quinsee, Global Head of Equities, 
J.P. Morgan Asset Management.

Sponsored by:

The global effort to limit the rise 
in temperatures will span several 
decades and require trillions of 
dollars of new investment.
Paul Quinsee, J.P. Morgan Asset Management
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Also, with our clients increasingly demanding that 
their money be managed in ways that target ESG 
factors, the pressure on companies and investment 
portfolios to act sustainably will increase further.

Investing to protect the environment
Following COP26 in Glasgow, climate and 
environmental topics are top of mind for many 
investors. Within climate, the challenge of cutting 
carbon emissions has moved high up on the 
sustainability agenda as one of the largest and most 
pressing themes. The global effort to limit the rise in 
temperatures will span several decades and require 
trillions of dollars of new investment across a wide 
range of economic activities. 

Decarbonisation requires significant investment 
in the development and deployment of renewable 
energy sources. Wind and solar power currently 
account for less than 10% of the global energy 
supply; we expect these sources to triple their 
contribution by 2030 and become the dominant 
sources of energy by 2050.

Decarbonisation will result in a general shift towards 
electrification, a trend that will drive growth across 
many industries. Electric vehicles will be one of the 
most visible signs of this change. One million electric 
vehicles currently drive on US roads; that number 
could increase to 17 million by 2030, when we expect 
a quarter of all vehicles sold to be electric – up from 
just 6% today. All those electric vehicles will need to 
be charged, meaning the current supply of 100,000 
charging stations in the US will have to increase by 
at least 20 times. 

Charging stations are just one type of infrastructure 
where we expect to see significant investment and 
growth. Less visible to consumers but just as essential 
are power grids. These critical pieces of infrastructure 
need to be both expanded and updated to incorporate 
renewable sources of energy. Electrification and other 
efficiency innovations will also spur activity in other 
types of infrastructure, such as commercial and 
residential buildings, where more efficient construction 
will help drive down energy consumption.

Improvements in efficiency will impact sectors 
ranging from infrastructure to agriculture. Technology 
will have a large role to play in making many industries 
more sustainable. In agriculture, for example, the 
adoption of precision farming techniques has the 
potential to cut the use of weed killer by 90%.

Identifying investable ideas
We share the enthusiasm of our clients for these 
exciting new trends, which will transform the global 
economy over the coming decades. As investors, we 
are committed to finding the best investable ideas. 
Already, we see some over-excitement and potential 
bubbles in some areas of the market. We believe that a 
long-term theme, such as sustainability, requires taking 
a long-term view, and we invest in companies only 
after thorough research that incorporates detailed ESG 
analysis while employing discipline on valuation. 

Transitioning to a sustainable economy requires 
enormous investment. By taking ESG factors into 
account in all our portfolios, we – and our clients – 
can help ensure that capital flows to the companies 
that are building a more sustainable future. n
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Policy  
in Public
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Consensus on divestment being 
the last resort is looking shaky, 
says Andrew Putwain.

Perhaps more than any previous iteration, 
COP26 took place in the full glare of global 
media attention. This was partly due to the 

pandemic-induced delay, but it was also a function 
of a much wider appreciation of the urgency of the 
climate crisis among politicians and the public.

Suddenly almost everyone had an opinion on how 
asset owners and managers should do their job. Long-
term investors came under intense pressure, before 
and during COP26, to accelerate the decarbonisation 
of their portfolios by divesting from firms involved in 
the extraction and production of fossil fuels.

Investors themselves hold a spectrum of views on the 
‘divestment versus engagement’ debate, although their 
approaches are increasingly driven by the common 
objective of limiting real-world carbon emissions, 
rather than just those present in their portfolios.

Many make the case for extended and deepened 
engagement with carbon-intensive firms, arguing 
that the pace of their transition will only slow if 
influence is ceded to shareholders more focused on 
short-term profits than sustainability.

Exclusion policies are common, with investors 
increasingly withdrawing from any new exploration, 
having previously focused on barring specific 

activities such as tar sands or Antarctic drilling. But 
apprehension of the steep road to halving global 
emissions by 2030 is also forcing asset owners to 
reconsider the most effective tactics to encourage 
business model transition in firms once considered 
portfolio stalwarts.

As the 2022 AGM season approaches, the debate 
will continue to heat up.Ph
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Winding down
For Mark Campanale, Founder of UK think tank Carbon 
Tracker, the only role for engagement “is to put in place 
‘wind down’ strategies for the new green economy”.

COP26 may not have put the global economy firmly 
on the path to limiting climate change to 1.5 degrees 
Celsius, but it did signal the intent of governments to 
support the growth of renewable energy and green 

technologies. Against this backdrop, continuing to 
invest in coal, oil and gas, suggests Campanale, is 
bad for business as well as the environment.

Citing the anecdotal example of a large insurance 
firm which has seen an 80% decline in the value of 
its investments in coal-fired power over a six-year 
period of engagement, he says investors should take 
a different perspective.

FEATURE
FOSSIL FUELS
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India was one of the countries behind the last-minute 
change to the text of the new Glasgow Climate 
Pact, signed in ‘overtime’ on 13 November, which 
committed signatories to ‘phase-down’ unabated 
coal power, as well as the phasing-out of inefficient 
fossil fuel subsidies. Between the opening pledges 
and the final pact, the summit also saw many 
countries and public and private finance institutions 
commit to “ending international public support for 
the unabated fossil fuel energy sector”.

One of the largest collective moves during COP26 was 
the launch of Beyond Oil and Gas Alliance (BOGA) a 
group of countries aimed at setting an end date for 
oil and gas exploration and extraction and curtail new 
licensing. Members include Costa Rica, Denmark, 
France, Greenland, Ireland, Quebec, Sweden and 
Wales as core members, with California, New Zealand 
and Portugal as associate members. Italy was a 
‘friend’. BOGA aims to use COP26’s momentum to 
create a community that can deliver commitments to 
a managed phase-out of oil and gas production.

Existing groups also saw renewed vigour in their 
efforts to wind down use of fossil fuels. The Powering 
Past Coal Alliance (PPCA) celebrated dozens of new 
members post-COP26. There were 28 new members, 
PPCA announced, taking the membership to 165. “We 
witnessed at COP26 so many accelerating their coal 
phase-out, cancelling coal pipelines, committing to 
no new coal, ending coal finance, and the pledge to 
phase down coal included in the final agreement,” it 
said. “The end of coal is now in sight, but it is still not 
fast enough to keep the global temperature increase 
to 1.5 degrees Celsius.”

“The insurance firm made the mistake of thinking 
this is about responsible corporate behaviour, when 
it’s actually about technology shift,” Campanale 
explains. “It’s a bit like saying to the people running 
canals that they need more responsible canals to 
deal with the rise of railways.”

In the run-up to COP26, Carbon Tracker released 
a report which estimated that more than a fifth of 
European gas-fired power plants and nearly a third of 
US units are lossmaking, predicting also that most 
gas plants currently planned or under construction 
will never recover their initial investment.

The report said that more than US$24 billion is at risk 
in the US and nearly US$3.5 billion in the UK, even if 
plants run for their full planned lifetime, noting that 
governments’ existing net zero 2050 commitments 
would require most gas plants to close early without 
significant progress in abatement technologies.

Powering past fossil fuels?
Both in terms of the pledges of individual 
governments and the ambitions of multilateral 
initiatives, many announcements at COP26 sought 
to consign fossil fuels to history.

Many of the pledges made by world leaders at the 
start of the Glasgow summit included commitments 
to switch energy generation toward renewable 
sources. India’s plan to reach net zero by 2070, for 
example, rested partly on an interim target for half of 
the country’s electricity to be generated by renewable 
sources by 2030. To this end, India’s renewable energy 
capacity will need to increase to 500GW from less 
than 140GW today, with projected CO2 emissions 
falling by a billion tonnes over the rest of the decade.

If you’re 
divesting, 
you can’t vote 
against.
Caroline le Meaux,  
Amundi
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Many financial institutions joined the alliance 
including NatWest, HSBC, Lloyds Bank, Fidelity 
International, Impax Asset Management, Generation 
Investment Management, Ethos Foundation, SCOR 
Global Investments, Vancity, United Church of 
Canada, and Export Development Canada.

Differences in sentiment
The Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) 
said COP26 won an incomplete victory. “COP26 
and the Glasgow Climate Pact made progress, 
creating hooks for accelerating policy in the early 
2020s, yet is not a breakthrough in efforts to limit 
climate change to 1.5 degrees Celsius or well below 
2 degrees Celsius.” The PRI added that it was now 
more vital that nations come back to the negotiating 
table next year on issues such as Nationally 
Determined Contributions (NDCs).

“We’ve seen commitment to policy action 
on countries’ NDCs, reversing deforestation, 
transitioning away from fossil fuels, curbing methane 
emissions as well as the financing of increased 
resilience and clean energy solutions. It’s now vital 
that we see these commitments lead to decisive 
action,” said outgoing PRI CEO Fiona Reynolds.

Andy Howard, Schroders’ Global Head of Sustainable 
Investment, suggested that the first-time reference to 
coal and fossil fuels in the Pact was less a cause for 
celebration and more a recognition of the inevitable.

“In reality, getting to net zero or a 1.5-2 degree 
Celsius pathway meant that at some point fossil 
fuels were always going to have to be removed from 
the energy mix. That’s one of the requirements, 
certainly of unabated fossil fuels, because net zero 
means removing fossil fuels in their entirety,” he said.

Signs of differences in sentiment among investors 
were evident before and during COP26.

In the week before delegates gathered in Glasgow, 
Dutch pension fund ABP said it would sell its €15 
billion exposure to fossil fuel companies, noting 
that engagement was not yielding a sufficiently fast 
transition toward decarbonisation.

Paris-based NGO Reclaim Finance issued a report 
which argued that the 60+ members of the UN-
backed Net Zero Asset Owners Alliance should take 
a more proactive approach with fossil fuel firms, 
setting more ambitious targets.

Chair Günther Thallinger robustly defended the 
alliance’s stance, asserting, “A simple ‘no investment 
in fossil energy – especially oil and gas’ would create 
social and economic inequities, and thus would 
ultimately slow down the crucial transition into 
renewable energy.”

Moving the debate
Sustainable Investments Campaigner Lara Cuvelier 
clarified to ESG Investor that Reclaim Finance and 
other NGOs did not oppose divestment in principle. 
“But engagement alone without divestment is not 
effective,” she said “[Using] divestment is moving the 
debate. We don’t think engagement is ineffective. We 
push for both strategies.”

Despite some differences, investors and 
campaigners alike increasingly recognise the need 
for tougher sanctions when engagement efforts fail 
to make meaningful headway. Cuvelier proposes that 
engagement can be switched to divestment if clear 
red lines are crossed, for example if certain target 
dates for transitions are not met, or if new carbon-
based projects are undertaken despite promises on 
green energy.

In a further effort to demonstrate clarity of intent, a 
group of UK-based asset owners from the charitable 
and educational sectors launched the COP26 
Declaration on 8 December, at a side event held a 
stone’s throw from the summit. The declaration 
lists the signatories’ climate-related expectations of 
asset managers, including active engagement with 
investee companies to ensure transition plans are 
aligned with 1.5 degrees Celsius pathways, including 
2030 targets. It also calls for escalation policies to 
be developed and disclosed, providing details on 
“how and when engagements will be escalated”.

This reflects a consensus that still holds across 
most institutional investors, that divestment should 
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fuel sector. France’s La Banque Postale said it is 
moving toward a total withdrawal from fossil fuels 
by 2030, while BPCE is decarbonising its portfolios in 
parallel with directing €21 billion to finance buildings 
energy efficiency, renewable energy and green 
mobility.

Caisse des Dépôts said it would exclude oil and gas 
companies without a credible climate risk strategy 
from its equity and bond portfolios. A coalition of 
the six largest French banks will cease all financing 
of the extraction of oil and gas from shale and tar 
sands from January.

Beneath the surface of the divestment versus 
engagement debate lurks the question for investors, 
‘how fast is fast enough?’ For Carbon Tracker’s 
Campanale, the answer lies in the scientific evidence, 
specifically how to allocate the remaining carbon 
budget available while limiting climate change to 1.5 
degrees Celsius.

“All of us interested in dealing with climate have got 
to knuckle down. We need to focus on things like a 
carbon price at the point of production or production 
permits within a finite carbon budget,” he says.

Such questions go beyond investor engagement with 
oil and gas majors to the negotiation tables of future 
COPs, which must handle differences between the 
countries reliant on the fossil fuel industry and those 
put at existential risk by it. “We started a couple of 
decades too late, but as a planet, we have some time 
to catch up if we can do it in the next decade,” says 
Campanale. n

be the last resort. Caroline le Meaux, Global Head of 
ESG Research, Engagement and Voting at Amundi, 
says debate about divestment is healthy, but asserts 
the value of engagement.

“If you’re divesting, you can’t vote against,” she says. 
“You don’t have influence over the board. Yes, you 
might impact the value of the company and its share 
price at the beginning – but at the end of the day, if 
only the non-ESG investors are left then who is going 
to push the agenda?”

How fast is fast enough?
In the aftermath of COP26, insurance giant Zurich 
announced it would wind down some of its oil and gas 
investments. In mid-November, the firm said it will no 
longer insure new greenfield oil exploration projects 
unless “meaningful transition plans are considered to 
be in place”. The company also committed to no 
longer underwrite oil and gas drilling and production in 
some parts of the Arctic.

Underneath the headlines, the fine print reflects the 
nuanced and tangled reality. Campaign group Insure 
Our Future said Zurich’s new policy allowed the 
insurer to continue “business as usual on oil and gas 
expansion, and its Arctic and tar sands policy only 
excludes an estimated 10.4% of short-term oil and 
gas expansion plans”.

“While we acknowledge Zurich’s announcement as 
a first baby step in the shift away from oil and gas, it 
needs to urgently take more meaningful action,” said 
Insure Our Future, calling on the firm to stop insuring 
any new oil and gas projects.

Other large financial institutions also made 
commitments to distance themselves from the fossil 

It’s not about 
responsible corporate 
behaviour, it’s about 
technology shift.
Mark Campanale, Carbon Tracker
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Winners and Losers  
in a Warming World

We live in a warming world. As investors, 
we need to recognise this and start 
thinking now about how to position our 

portfolios for a future of higher temperatures and 
more extreme weather events. The climate crisis 
will revolutionise the way we model risk and value 
companies: every investment decision ought already 
to be adjusted for the potential impact of global 
heating. Few, though, have looked in depth at the 
practical implications for the firms they invest in of a 
world that is hot and getting hotter.

Let’s start out with the most optimistic outcome 
possible: that we achieve the Paris Agreement 
targets and temperature rises are kept to 1.5 degrees 
Celsius above pre-industrial levels, that carbon 
emissions are cut aggressively and that the planet 
is bailed out through a mixture of human ingenuity, 
collaboration and technological innovation. Even 
then, we will have to live with changes to global 
temperatures that will dramatically alter life in many 
countries. We are currently around 1.2 degrees above 
pre-industrial levels and are already witnessing the 
havoc that comes with global warming – droughts, 
floods and wildfires.

Investors must be realists
Accepting global heating can feel like an admission 
of defeat at a time when all of our efforts are ranged 
against it. But, as investors, we need to be realists 
and to recognise that we should both hope for the 
best while preparing for more challenging outcomes. 
Even in the best of all possible worlds, we have to 
prepare for some level of global warming: indeed, it’s 
already here.

Investing in a warming world requires investors to 
manage a number of risks. Firstly, there’s the cost 
of natural disasters. According to Climate Action, 
researchers estimated that the catastrophic floods 
that hit Germany and China earlier this year were up 
to 200 times more likely because of the 1.2-degree 

Scan here to read more of  
Man Group’s research on 
responsible investment.

Long-term investors must prepare 
their portfolios for the changes ahead, 
says Steven Desmyter, Co-Head of 
Responsible Investment, Man Group.

We should hope 
for the best while 
preparing for 
more challenging 
outcomes.
Steven Desmyter, Man Group
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change in climate we have already experienced. 
Insurance premiums can rise sharply, real estate 
prices will see climate-related adjustments and 
new risks will have to be factored into the ways we 
do business. We believe investors should look at 
firms whose operations are concentrated in areas 
particularly exposed to natural disasters and adjust 
valuations accordingly. This can be done at a highly 
localised level, recognising that different countries 
face very different risks.

Then there’s the economic cost of rising 
temperatures. Our in-house climate model estimates 
the impact that global heating will have on different 
countries in 2100, presuming temperature rises 
are kept to less than 2% (Figure 1). This ranges 
from around an 80% drop in GDP/capita growth 
in countries including Saudi Arabia and India, to a 
markedly positive impact for countries including 
Finland, Russia and Canada. The clear message 
here is that inequalities between less developed and 
developed nations will be accentuated by climate 
change, leading to greater migration, civil unrest and, 
necessarily, lower earnings for firms operating in 
these countries.

But we should not lose sight of the fact that there 
will be those who benefit from the change in 
temperatures. Large swathes of Russia and Canada, 
which were previously more or less uninhabitable 
because of their cold winters, will now be 
economically viable. There will be new routes opened 

up for ships through the Arctic Ocean, cutting 
transportation times for freight between Europe and 
Asia by up to a week.

Adjusting valuation models
Alongside the more common metrics of ESG 
performance and traditional valuation models (Value, 
Momentum, etc), we believe investors should look at a 
number of other factors. Many firms will have assets 
valued on their balance sheets that are ‘stranded’ – 
rendered worthless by the move to a zero-carbon 
future. This will be particularly common in the energy 
and mining sectors. The physical cost of climate 
change is the revenue and labour force implications 
of a warming world twinned with the impact of more 
frequent and catastrophic natural disasters. The 
transition cost represents the investment required 
to overhaul business models to operate in a world 
radically altered by climate change – this incorporates 
both the move to zero carbon and the geographical 
changes required to adapt to a new economic order.

In the end, this analysis leaves us with two key 
conclusions. The first – which should go without 
saying – is the necessity of addressing the climate 
crisis before it’s too late. The second point is that 
as stewards of capital and long-term investors, we 
need to be clear-eyed about the fact that change is 
coming and prepare our portfolios accordingly. There 
will be winners as well as losers in the great climate 
revolution, and new tools are required to negotiate a 
world whose priorities will alter unrecognisably. n

Source: Burke, Hsiang, Miguel 
(2015). Climate projections 
from Man AI Climate Change 
Computation Systems (MACCS) 
using CMIP 6 SSP1-26 scenario, 
covering developed, emerging 
and frontier markets; as of 13 
October 2021.
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Figure 1:  
Estimated 
Impact on GDP/
Capita Growth 
due to Climate 
Change in 2100
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Greater consistency and comparability 
in climate reporting requires a 
shift from voluntary to mandatory 
disclosures, reports Emmy Hawker.

A Measure of Intent

Accountability and transparency were 
key themes at COP26. If we are serious 
about limiting climate change and cutting 

greenhouse gas emissions, promises are not 
enough. Credible and ambitious net zero strategies 
must be implemented without delay, their targets 
clear and their impact measured.

Countries were told to come back next year with 
improved nationally determined contributions; non-
state actors were told they would now be closely 
monitored by a new expert panel.

“There is a deficit of credibility and a surplus of 
confusion over emissions reductions and net zero 
targets, with different meanings and different metrics,” 
UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres said.
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“That is why, beyond the mechanisms already 
established in the Paris Agreement, I will establish 
a group of experts to propose clear standards to 
measure and analyse net-zero commitments from 
non-state actors.”

“A month after COP26, a key question is whether we 
are really keeping 1.5 degrees Celsius alive,” notes 
Claire Rogers, Managing Associate at international 
law firm Linklaters. True visibility of the world’s 
trajectory to a low-carbon future cannot be achieved 
unless companies globally are providing transparent 
and comparable information detailing their progress 
towards net zero, she says.

Corporates have long used voluntary disclosure 
standards from bodies including the Global 

Reporting Initiative (GRI) and the Sustainability 
Accounting Standards Board (SASB) – the latter 
recently merged into the Value Reporting Foundation 
(VRF) – to report on aspects of their ESG risks 
including climate change.

But voluntary approaches don’t necessarily provide 
a sufficiently consistent and comprehensive view 
of corporates’ exposures to climate change, leaving 
both investors and regulators uncertain of the scale 
of the risks they face. In response, policymakers are 
now legislating climate disclosures, often leveraging 
existing frameworks and standards.

Most frequently, this has meant drafting rules based 
on the recommendations of the Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD), first 
published in 2017 and the closest thing to a global 
standard for reporting climate risks.

“Corporate disclosures provide essential 
transparency and accountability for investors, in 
order for them to invest and develop products 
with clarity around how holding companies 
are transforming their businesses to align with 
increasing expectations,” says Rebecca Mikula-
Wright, CEO of the Asia Investor Group on Climate 
Change (AIGCC) and Australasia-focused Investor 
Group on Climate Change (IGCC).

Mikula-Wright was encouraged by disclosure-related 
initiatives at COP26, welcoming an “unprecedented” 
regulatory focus on developing, strengthening and 
consolidating regulations focused on enhancing 

FEATURE
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The ISSB standards 
should be 
compatible with any 
domestic reporting 
requirements.
Rebecca Mikula-Wright,  
AIGCC & IGCC
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ESG team at Linklaters. “The intention of the ISSB 
standards is that they can be used on a standalone 
basis or integrated into jurisdictional requirements,” 
he says.

A Technical Readiness Working Group (TWRG) was 
appointed by the IFRS Foundation to undertake 
preparatory for the Climate Prototype and the 
General Requirements Prototype.

The former is based on the TCFD framework’s four 
pillars: governance; strategy; risk management; and 
metrics and targets. The prototype asks entities to 
outline how climate-related risks are impacting their 
financial position and performance, the value of their 
future cash flows over the short, medium and long 
term, and how they are responding to these risks 
through strategies and business models. In essence, 
companies are only expected to report on how 
climate affects enterprise value.

The General Requirements Prototype will serve as an 
introductory guide for companies to disclose broader 
sustainability risks, such as biodiversity, water 
management and human rights.

The Climate Prototype faces further consultation 
and approval processes over the next six months. 
Verification and adoption by the International 
Organisation of Securities Commissions could see 
it incorporated by national securities regulators as 
the de facto climate disclosure standard for listed 
companies in the second half of 2022.

However, the success of the ISSB may depend on 
its ability to extend its focus beyond enterprise value 

transparency and comparability in climate risk and 
sustainability reporting.

Kelly Perry, Head of ESG Client Solutions at 
investment research and advisory firm Edison Group, 
says the collective move by governments toward 
mandatory reporting “is a good start”, adding that 
policymakers should consider introducing fines and 
penalties for companies not delivering on the goals 
of the Paris Agreement.

Convergence and divergence
From a disclosure perspective, a pivotal COP26 
announcement was the launch of the IFRS 
Foundation’s International Sustainability Standards 
Board (ISSB). It aims to address the fragmentation 
in existing sustainability reporting with a baseline 
standard that can be adopted by companies across 
the world, initially focusing on climate-related 
disclosures.

“Capital markets can have an essential role to play 
in reaching net zero. But that can only happen when 
sustainability information is produced with the same 
rigour, assurance of quality and global comparability 
as financial information,” said Erkki Liikanen, Chair of 
the IFRS Foundation Trustees, unveiling the ISSB at 
COP26’s Finance Day.

He also announced that the VRF will be consolidated 
into the new board alongside the Climate Disclosure 
Standards Board (CDSB), further integrating some of 
the biggest sustainability standards-setters into one 
cohesive unit.

“A key area of concern has been the number of 
different (and in some cases diverging/overlapping) 
standards,” says James Marlow, Lawyer for the 

While the levers 
and tactics may 
vary, the direction 
of travel is similar.
James Marlow, Linklaters
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to align with other developing global standards, 
such as the EU’s planned sustainability reporting 
standards (ESRSs).

The GRI is co-constructing the ESRSs alongside 
the European Financial Reporting Advisory Group 
(EFRAG). They are expected to be finalised and 
enforced next year, applying to all companies 
falling under the remit of the incoming Corporate 
Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD).

The ESRSs will incorporate a double materiality lens, 
going further than the ISSB by asking companies to 
both report on the financial impact of sustainability-
related issues, including climate, and how their 
business practices impact the wider environment 
and society.

“GRI has for some time pressed for a two-pillar 
structure to ensure robust corporate reporting; [both 
should be] mandated and on an equal footing,” says 
GRI Chair Eric Hespenheide.

While the EU and the IFRS Foundation are 
approaching sustainability reporting from different 
perspectives, he says they are “complimentary and 
timely”.

“The co-construction work of EFRAG and GRI can 
strengthen the sustainability pillar at the global level, 
while the ISSB has the potential to strengthen the 
financial pillar,” he says.

“The ISSB standards should be compatible with 
any domestic reporting requirements, in the EU 
and elsewhere,” says Mikula-Wright. “There is 
no suggestion that ISSB standards limit or set a 
ceiling on the direction of sustainability reporting. 
It is appropriate for countries to pursue expanded 
objectives beyond the coverage of the ISSB.”

Nevertheless, there are concerns that the ISSB’s 
approach is too narrow, with its focus on cash 
flow providing a backward-looking view of climate 
risks and potentially leaving the investor blind to 

the full range of climate risks and impacts in their 
portfolios.

Mandating TCFD
Many countries are already mandating TCFD-aligned 
reporting for corporates and financial institutions.

Established by the Financial Stability Board, the 
TCFD updated its implementation guidance in the 
run-up to COP26, introducing seven categories 
of cross-industry metrics to help improve the 
quality of disclosures. These are: Scope 1-3 
emissions; climate-related transition; physical risks; 
opportunities; capital deployment; internal carbon 
price; and remuneration.

As the ISSB standards also build on the TCFD’s work, 
jurisdictions already using its recommendations 
should be able to more easily incorporate the global 
baseline standard into their existing and planned 
legislation.

Subject to parliamentary approval, qualifying 
UK companies will be obliged to report in line 
with TCFD-influenced rules from next April. The 
legislation will apply to all UK-listed companies with 
more than 500 employees and/or a turnover of more 
than £500 million.

This scope isn’t as wide as Europe’s CSRD, and 
investment organisations such as the Institutional 
Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC) have 
called for the UK to expand the scope to include 
companies with 250 employees.

TCFD is also being embraced across the Asia-Pacific 
region. Hong Kong’s Green and Sustainable Finance 
Cross-Agency Steering Group announced plans last 
year for mandatory TCFD-aligned reporting by 2025. 
In November, the Hong Kong Exchange (HKEX) 
published guidance to help listed issuers prepare for 
TCFD-aligned reporting.

Further, Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures 
Commission (SFC) has been exploring ways the ISSB 
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In June, Yi Gang, Governor of the People’s Bank of 
China (PBOC), confirmed China would implement 
the TCFD disclosure framework and “endeavour 
to explore international, commonly-accepted 
standards”. In October, China’s Ministry of Ecology 
and Environment (MEE) conducted a consultation on 
mandatory ESG disclosures, as part of the country’s 
efforts to establish a mandatory environmental 
disclosure framework by 2025.

Published in April and designed to replace the 
existing Non-Financial Disclosure Directive (NFRD), 
the EU’s CSRD will apply to all large companies and 
listed companies with at least 250 employees and a 
net turnover of more than €40 million from October 
2022. First reports will be expected in 2023.

As well as reporting in line with mandatory ESRSs, 
CSRD also includes the explicit requirement for 
companies to produce non-financial statements on 
a series of ESG-related factors outlined by the EU 
Taxonomy Regulation, and to ensure their CSRD 
disclosures are audited by a third party, to bolster 
their value to investors.

Additionally, the European Commission has 
announced plans for sector-specific and 
proportionate standards for SMEs to be introduced 
from 2023.

Originally anticipated in October 2021, the US 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) will 
publish its own climate-related reporting framework 
early in 2022, according to Bryan McGannon, 
Director of Policy and Programmes for the US 
Sustainable Investment Forum (US SIF). The US 
SEC originally consulted on the framework earlier 
this year.

“We expect to see proposed disclosure regulations 
from the SEC on climate risk in Q1 2022,” says 
McGannon. “There will be a public comment period 
after the proposal is announced and then the SEC 
may take 12 months or so to finalise the rules, 
depending on their complexity and the nature of the 
feedback they have received.”

standards can be adopted in Hong Kong, including 
incorporating them into audit and listing rules.

The regulatory arm of the Singapore Exchange 
recently published a consultation paper on 
strengthening disclosure requirements for listed 
companies in line with TCFD.

“Singapore and Hong Kong’s aim to strengthen 
climate-related disclosures in line with the TCFD 
framework by 2023 and 2025, respectively, is a 
positive signal of improving materiality, quality, 
consistency and comparability in corporate 
sustainability reporting,” says Mikula-Wright.

Japan, New Zealand and the Philippines are also 
introducing mandatory TCFD-aligned reporting for 
listed companies from 2023.

In Japan, this is in addition to the Financial Services 
Agency’s existing climate disclosure rules that are 
incorporated in Japan’s corporate governance code 
on a ‘comply or explain’ basis.

The Philippines’ Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) announced sustainability 
reporting guidelines for companies in 2019 on a 
comply or explain basis, with a compliance rate of 
90% over the last two years.

New Zealand’s Financial Markets Authority (FMA) 
has asked listed companies subject to the mandate 
to secure third-party assurance for their climate 
statements as they relate to the disclosure of 
emissions.

“It is hoped that more countries across the Asia-
Pacific region will mandate corporate sustainability 
reporting, and bring forward the timelines for 
disclosures on the financial impacts of climate-
related risks and opportunities,” says Mikula-Wright.

Three into one?
Hope for global consistency in climate reporting 
is somewhat tempered by the approaches and 
timelines of China, Europe and the US.
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mandatory for corporates, asset managers and 
regulated asset owners.

Initially, companies will be required to disclose 
transition plans that align with the UK government’s 
net zero commitment through the Sustainable 
Disclosure Requirements (SDRs) or provide an 
explanation if they have not done so. Linklaters’ 
Marlow expects the SDRs to “leverage off the ISSB 
standards”.

The transition plans will become more detailed over 
time. “As standards for transition plans emerge, the 
government and regulators will look to incorporate 
these into UK regulation and strengthen disclosure 
requirements as appropriate,” the roadmap said. 
When the UK’s Green Taxonomy is introduced, the 
SDRs will require companies to disclose which 
proportion of their activities are taxonomy-aligned.

Between now and COP27 in Egypt next year, the 
regulatory landscape is set to continue evolving. 
Companies and investors will be working hard to 
keep on top of changing rules.

But the shift from voluntary to mandatory is highly 
positive, indicating that climate-related risks are 
increasingly being taking seriously by governments 
all over the world.

“Regions and jurisdictions globally are developing their 
own policy responses,” says Marlow. “While the levers 
and tactics used in different jurisdictions may vary, 
overall, the direction of travel is similar. Significant 
further developments are expected in 2022.” n

The US framework is expected to align with the ISSB’s 
focus on enterprise value and build on the TCFD, but 
the outcome is uncertain following a difficult gestation.

Some companies have called for a ‘liability safe 
harbour’, noting that accounting rules and risk data 
are underdeveloped. This would mean that they are 
not subject to legal repercussions if their reporting 
doesn’t fulfil minimum requirements.

Two commissioners have also voiced strong 
reservations, but the SEC signalled its resolve 
recently with a warning that its Division of 
Corporation Finance would send letters to public 
companies that are failing to satisfactorily disclose 
in line with the 2010 Climate Change Guidance.

“We also anticipate that the SEC will be considering 
new rules or guidance on disclosures by funds that 
describe themselves as ‘sustainable’, ‘green’ or ‘ESG’,” 
adds McGannon.

Forward-looking guidance
As reflected in the TCFD’s seven key metrics, 
investors and regulators require detailed forward-
looking information on climate risks, as well as 
accurate and comparable data on today’s emissions. 
It is increasingly recognised that disclosure 
of transition plans plays an important part in 
understanding a corporate’s exposure to climate-
related risks and opportunities.

Ahead of COP26, the UK government published its 
roadmap to sustainable investing, outlining its plans 
for companies and financial institutions to report on 
sustainability-related factors on a double materiality 
basis. During the Glasgow summit, it further 
announced that transition plans would become 
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We expect to see 
proposed disclosure 
regulations from the 
SEC on climate risk  
in Q1 2022.
Bryan McGannon, US SIF
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The finance sector came together in Glasgow, but different rules and 
perspectives may yet divide them, reports Chris Hall.

COP26 opened with a two-day World Leaders 
Summit, followed by a series of themed days, 
starting with finance. This means that the 

titans of the money world were acutely aware of the 
task ahead by the time they took the stage.

The politicians’ speeches had confirmed the 
findings of a report published in late October by 
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC). Current plans were putting the world on 
a path to 2.7 degrees Celsius of climate change and 
private money was going to be critical to efforts to 
push the trajectory down toward 1.5.

On ‘Finance Day, UN Special Envoy for Climate Action 
and Finance Mark Carney assured COP26 that the 
finance sector was ready to play its part. Assembled 
under the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero 
(GFANZ) banner, the former governor of the Bank of 

England revealed that more than 450 global financial 
services firms – representing US$130 trillion or 40% 
of the world’s financial assets – had committed to 
align their business strategies with the goals of the 
Paris Agreement.

“The core message today is that the money is there 
for the transition, and it’s not blah blah blah”, Carney 
told delegates, referring to the dismissive verdict on 
COP26 given by climate activist Greta Thunberg.

Transforming business models
GFANZ is the coordinating body for a handful of 
sector-specific net zero initiatives representing banks, 
insurers, asset managers, asset owners, investment 
consultants and other financial service providers. It is 
a member of the UN’s Race to Zero campaign, which 
monitors and regulates the actions of non-state 
actors to achieve net zero emissions by 2050. Ph
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“The financial sector’s net zero commitments 
(including those through the Race to Zero campaign) 
drive them to rethink their lending practices, portfolio 
investments and underwriting of climate-sensitive 
sectors, transforming their business models towards 
financing greener business segments,” says Maria 
Malyukova, Analyst at Moody’s Investors Service.

Members of GFANZ must set regularly renewed 
science-based targets to map their path to net 
zero emissions by 2050 at the latest, deliver their 
“fair share” of the UN-endorsed effort to cut global 
emissions by 50% by 2030, and report on progress 
annually.

By COP26, more than 90 founding institutions had 
set short-term targets, including commitments 
initiated prior to GFANZ’s foundation in April. The 
total includes 29 members of the UN-convened Net 
Zero Asset Owners Alliance (NZAOA), which have 
committed to reducing portfolio emissions by 25-
30% by 2025 under a protocol announced in January, 
and 43 members of the Net Zero Asset Managers 
initiative (NZAM), which have published targets for 
cutting emissions by 2030 or sooner.

Targets have also been published by members of the 
Net Zero Banking Alliance (NZBA) members, which 
includes banks representing US$66 trillion, over 43% 
of banking assets worldwide.

“Mandatory disclosure requirements such as the 
pledge by GFANZ/NZBA members to disclose 
financed emissions, targets and progress on 
decarbonisation will give evidence of follow-through 
on the commitments,” Malyukova adds.

The overall impression is that the finance sector is 
making a firm commitment to financing a timely 
transition to a global net-zero economy. The Race to 
Zero framework is rigorous, regularly updated in line 
the climate science and committed to ejecting those 
that drag their feet.

But the task is complex, not least because 
the finance sector has existing commitments, 
relationships and revenue streams covering every 
industry and market across the planet, many to 
the heavy-emitting sectors. GFANZ has set itself a 
monumental challenge and everyone will notice if 
it falters.

Sending signals
To bolster its chances, GFANZ is building up its 
governance, priorities, processes and membership 
rules. As well as GFANZ baseline criteria set by the 
Race to Zero, informed by a Finance Sector Expert 
Group, its sub-sector groups set more detailed 
criteria for members. GFANZ will also be guided by 
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GFANZ needs to 
demonstrate that it is 
being appropriately 
ambitious.
Rory Sullivan, Chronos Sustainability
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At a time when pressure is rising on the finance 
sector to raise its ambition, the choice of a less-
demanding routes to net zero could send the wrong 
signal.

“The challenge for GFANZ is whether it can maintain 
its aspirations to work with industry while ensuring 
it is aligned with the IEA’s net zero pathway,” says 
Sullivan. “That’s an open question at the moment. If 
it doesn’t align with the IEA, it could undermine the 
credibility of the enterprise.”

There could also be further internal dissent if the 
NZAOA – historically the ‘greenest’ of the sub-sector 
initiatives now marshalled under GFANZ – pushes 
for the broader coalition to pick up the pace. At a 
time when it has yet to prove added value beyond 
its sub-sector groupings, GFANZ’s governance and 
accountability will be crucial, says Sullivan.

“Do asset owners have sufficient influence and 
oversight to ensure that GFANZ doesn’t undermine 
their efforts? GFANZ needs to demonstrate that it is 
being appropriately ambitious. Part of that is about 
demonstrating it is aligned with IEA, but it also needs 
to ensure its decisions and conclusions are subject 
to sufficient scrutiny by asset owners,” he adds.

The weighting game
Undoubtedly, banks have been slow out of the 
blocks in adjusting their business models to the 
realities of climate change. A number have been 
subject to shareholder resolutions, largely because 
of their continued exposure to fossil fuel exploration. 
Earlier this year, research from responsible 
investment charity ShareAction found that none 
of the top 25 banks in Europe had published a 

an advisory panel of independent experts and NGOs 
to inform its priorities and activities.

It has set up seven work streams, covering sectoral 
pathways, transition plans for the real economy 
and financial institutions, measurement of portfolio 
alignment, mobilisation of private capital, policy 
advocacy and commitment building.

But as with all grand coalitions, there is a risk of 
moving only at the pace of the slowest, and of 
some voices being under-represented. Already 
there are reports of schisms. Prior to COP26, the 
Financial Times reported leading banks’ reluctance 
to align with the ‘Net Zero by 2050’ roadmap laid 
out by the International Energy Agency (IEA), 
which effectively rules out financing new fossil fuel 
exploration after this year.

Instead, they favour following a similar but less 
narrow path based on the scenarios outlined by 
the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). 
GFANZ’s advisory panel includes a number of 
organisations which have endorsed the IEA’s 
scenario.

“It’s quite a technical point,” admits Rory Sullivan, 
CEO of Chronos Sustainability and Chief Technical 
Advisor to the Transition Pathway Initiative. “But 
how you define benchmarks and who you work with 
on benchmarks defines your level of ambition to a 
large extent.”

Capital buffers allow financial institutions 
to be materially prepared for climate risks.
Caroline Metz, ShareAction
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comprehensive net zero plan, despite 20 out of 25 
having committed to net zero by 2050.

ShareAction’s EU Policy Officer, Caroline Metz, 
argues that regulators need to encourage both banks 
and insurers to take fuller account of climate risks 
to their balance sheets. Capital regulations could be 
weighted to reflect the risks from financing firms on 
the fossil fuel industries.

This would allow banks to build up much-needed 
capital buffers, she says, which would cushion 
individual firms and safeguard overall financial stability.

“Adequate capital buffers are fundamental because, 
unlike net-zero pledges and governance provisions, 
they allow financial institutions to be materially 
prepared for climate risks and related losses,” 
says Metz. “They are also an effective way to steer 
investment and other business activities towards 
sectors and activities that would contribute to a 
transition to a low-carbon economy.”

There are signs from the European Central Bank 
and the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 
that prudential regulation is already moving in this 
direction. In November, the latter announced a 
consultation on developing a set of principles for the 
effective management and supervision of climate-
related financial risks at international banks, covering 
disclosure, supervisory and regulatory measures.

In Europe and other developed regions, climate risk 
is already being deeply embedded in the supervisory 
process, following several years of rapid regulatory 
evolution, says Moody’s Malyukova. This includes 
the introduction of climate-related disclosure 

requirements, internal capital assessments as well 
as stress tests.

Malyukova points out that 38 central banks from 
countries comprising 67% of the world’s emissions 
intend to carry out climate-related stress tests to 
review the climate resilience of regulated firms, 
with 33 planning to issue guidance on managing 
climate-related financial risks. “This will enhance the 
financial sector’s climate-risk management and help 
reduce carbon transition risk. Expectation of further 
tightening regulation is pushing financial institutions 
to pre-emptively focus on addressing climate risks 
as well,” she says.

Nevertheless, Sullivan believes there is further 
scope for prudential regulators to influence financial 
institutions’ approach to managing climate risk 
through other channels, for example by making 
adjustments to expectations of directors in the 
execution of their fiduciary duties.

The UK Companies Act was recently tweaked 
to require directors to take full account of their 
responsibilities to all stakeholders. Sullivan suggests 
a logical evolution of current practice might be to 
recognise an explicit duty to consider both the risks 
to the business from climate as well as the risks 
that company poses to the climate. This shift could 
be effected via a statutory instrument, rather than 
primary legislation.

“An enterprising prudential regulator might look to tie 
double materiality to notions of directors duties. That 
would require directors to have the knowledge to 
be aware of the risks and impacts and to personally 

We expect most asset 
managers to intensify 
their active ownership 
programmes.
Hortense Bioy, Morningstar
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because corporate disclosure and company-level 
emissions data remains weak or inconsistent, and 
because portfolio-level commitments are conditional 
on clients’ ambitions,” it said, also noting survey 
evidence that showed managers actively developing 
net zero investment strategies.

Hortense Bioy, Global Director of Sustainability 
Research at Morningstar, says the NZAM update 
reflects the different stages of asset managers on 
their net zero journeys and varying degrees of client 
pressure.

“Some managers have been divesting over the past 
two years from the largest emitters, often having 
engaged with them, but concluding that they’re 
not moving fast enough and thus do not justify the 
financial risk of remaining invested at this point in 
time,” she says, adding that certain managers are also 
motivated by clients, especially serving institutional 
investors in the Netherlands and the Nordics.

Active ownership
Bioy says NZAM members’ commitments to 
decarbonise their portfolios may lead to greater 
engagement activity in next year’s AGM season. 
“Most managers don’t expect to decarbonise their 
portfolios by divesting from the biggest emitters,” 
she says, pointing out that the NZAM encourages 
members to focus their efforts on driving real-world 
decarbonisation.

“We expect most asset managers to intensify their 
active ownership programmes. That means more 
engagement, having a robust escalation strategy, 
filing and co-filing shareholder resolutions related to 
climate, and being willing to consider divesting if the 
engagement fails.”

A more proactive approach to stewardship applies 
not just to carbon-intensive firms, but also their 
financial backers. With asset owners already 
warning of their intention to vote against banks in 
the 2022 AGM season if they do not align with the 
IEA’s net zero scenario, GFANZ members could find 
themselves pulled in different directions. n

act if they’re aware of major risks to business or a 
major impact of the business on the climate,” he 
says, adding that such responsibilities could extend 
beyond the financial services sector both to listed 
firms and to privately-held businesses.

Driving real-world decarbonisation
As partners and service providers to their GFANZ 
colleagues in the NZAOA, asset managers have a 
longer-standing commitment to net zero than banks, 
but progress in the sector is still varied.

This was reflected in an update published ahead 
of COP26, which detailed the interim targets of 43 
NZAM members, including early signatories Legal 
and General Investment Management, Wellington, 
AXA Investment Managers and DWS. It revealed that 
35% of their collective AUM, totalling US$4.2 trillion, 
is already being managed in line with achieving net 
zero by 2050.

“While the headline percent figure looks low, a 
closer read of the individual reports shows that 
asset managers have already pledged a significant 
portion of their ‘in scope’ AUM – namely listed 
equities, corporate debt and real estate investments 
– where there are well established decarbonisation 
methodologies,” noted a report by Credit Suisse. 
Several of the methodologies being used by 
managers are currently being extended to include a 
wider range of asset classes, including private equity.

Nevertheless, a quarter of firms committed to 
managing 100% of their assets in line with net 
zero, meaning others are currently well below the 
group’s 35% average. Critics have also pointed out 
that NZAM members are not yet required to adopt 
a fossil fuel policy, with ShareAction recommending 
that managers publish fossil fuel phase-out plans for 
all assets being managed in line with net zero.

A recent Morningstar report, ‘Asset Managers and 
Net Zero Investing: The Road Ahead’, said asset 
managers are hamstrung in setting and meeting 
targets by a lack of reliable data. “Asset managers 
feel less equipped to commit to portfolio targets 
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SPONSORED STATEMENT
LISTED IMPACT INVESTING

Sponsored by:

A Crucial Role for a 
Sustainable Future

Network, which we joined in 
2020. It is based on three pillars 
– intentionality, additionality and 
measurability – which highlight the 
unique positioning of our business.

Positive impact provides access 
to long-term trends that carry 
remarkable financial opportunities. 
According to Better Business 
Better World, innovations in health, 
wellness and telemedicine – 
SDG 3 – are a US$2.845 trillion 
opportunity between now and 
20302. All these sources of growth 
can be captured through impact 
funds, which have demonstrated 
their ability to generate as much 
or more performance than the rest 
of the market. 

We firmly believe that impact 
investing is here to stay and will 
play a crucial role in financing the 
US$2.5 trillion per year needed to 
achieve the SDGs. An estimated 
91% of these requirements could 
be financed by the listed markets. 
According to the United Nations, 
the opportunities created by the 
main SDGs will reach US$12 
trillion by 20303. Some listed 
European companies are in a 
good position to seize them. 
The stakes could not be higher. 
The challenge is inspiring. The 
opportunities are immense. n

2 Business and Sustainable Development 
Commission, 2017

3 ibid 

Luc Olivier, Impact 
Investing Fund Manager, 
La Financière de 
l’Echiquier, outlines the 
opportunities available 
to investors through 
impact funds.

The changing world we live in 
solidifies one of our deepest 
convictions: finance, 

particularly impact investing on 
the listed markets, plays a crucial 
role in creating a sustainable, 
resilient ecosystem. A pioneer in 
listed impact investing in France, 
La Financière de l’Echiquier 
(LFDE) is firmly committed to 
making its contribution. In 2017, 
we were one of the first European 
asset management companies 
to launch an impact strategy 
backed by the UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). Since 
then, our commitment to impact 
investing has only grown.

Specifically, in July 2021 we 
structured an impact doctrine 
that reflects our unique and 
rigorous positioning on listed 
impact investing1. This innovative 
and scalable doctrine takes 
its inspiration from the work 
of the Global Impact Investing 

1 Investors should note that their investment in 
the fund does not generate a direct impact on 
the environment or the company, but that the 
fund seeks to select and invest in companies 
that meet the specific criteria set out in the 
management strategy.

The opportunities created by the main 
SDGs will reach US$12 trillion by 2030.
Luc Olivier, La Financière de l’Echiquier
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Dawn of a New Era
Agreement on Article 6 was applauded at COP26, reports David Craik, 
but its implications are not yet clear for investors trying to decarbonise 
their portfolios.
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One of the key developments of COP26 came 
near the end of the summit when nearly 200 
countries agreed to implement Article 6 of 

the Paris Agreement, creating common rules around 
carbon trading.

It may have been six years in the making, but the 
end of long-drawn-out negotiations on Article 6 
essentially gives the green light for the global trading 
of carbon offsets and credits, with the ultimate aim 
of reducing the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere, 
thus providing a potentially significant boost to the 
fight against global warming.

A key outcome of the Article 6 deal is that countries 
will be able to purchase carbon credits representing 
emission cuts by others as a way of partially meeting 
their own targets, with a share of the proceeds 
from trading going toward adaption finance in less-
developed countries.

Positive outcome
This could lead to countries linking their domestic 
emissions trading systems. But there are also 

hopes that more transparency and regulation 
around carbon trading will enhance the credibility 
of voluntary offset markets. Under voluntary 
schemes, companies can meet part of their net 
zero commitments by buying offsets, which may 
represent other firms’ emissions cuts or the outputs 
of projects that sequestrate carbon through natural 
or technology-assisted means.

“It is a positive outcome. The new rules governing 
carbon trading among countries ensures that 
emissions reductions do not get counted or claimed 
twice, that they are standardised and that there is 
a place for credits from the old global offsetting 
mechanism under the now-expired Kyoto Protocol. It 
will increase transparency,” says Maria Kolos, Carbon 
Market Analyst at Refinitiv.

Importantly, Article 6 does not create a new carbon 
market out of the blue, but it provides a solid 
regulatory framework for international cooperation 
including an international registry and reporting 
platform, key elements of market infrastructure. It 
might now spur countries, she adds, to ramp up their 

FEATURE
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Article 6 matters, 
but it depends on 
what kind of buyer 
you are.
Maria Kolos, Refinitiv
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But these units are mainly likely to be of interest 
to large corporates which have a strong interest in 
maintaining the credibility of their net-zero strategies 
to investors and other stakeholders.

“If I am a large corporate buyer and I want to make 
a good impression on my carbon neutrality and 
transparency to investors, I will adjust,” Kolos says. 
“But if I am a small buyer which in the past has 
bought OTC, I am not going to reach out to a host 
country and ask for authorisation. I can do it one-to-
one with a project owner. It is permitted, it is legal, 
and I don’t care if any investor would have a negative 
or positive opinion of me. Article 6 matters, but it 
depends on what kind of buyer you are.”

climate ambitions, knowing that they can rely, to 
some extent, on international co-operation to reach 
their targets.

So how does this agreement between countries 
relate to the participants in nascent voluntary 
carbon markets in the private sector, often regarded 
with scepticism for a lack of rigour, scale and 
transparency?

Although such players are not bound by Article 6, 
they are affected because its rules require parties 
(governments) to authorise carbon credits to be 
used for purposes other than trading between 
countries to meet their respective nationally 
determined contributions (NDCs). The seller 
country can authorise ‘emission reduction units’ 
to be market transactions for purposes such as 
corporate offsetting – but for any authorised carbon 
credits, the host country must apply corresponding 
adjustments.

“Since as per the new rules, any authorisation 
of carbon transfers means application of 
corresponding adjustments, the authorising country 
– by the very act of authorising credits for use by 
another party or purpose – may no longer count 
those units toward its own NDC. This makes units 
backed by corresponding adjustments available to 
corporate buyers and other voluntary carbon market 
players,” Kolos explains.

Having certainty about the regulatory 
carbon framework is critical.
My-Linh Ngo, BlueBay Asset Management
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Structural problems
Nitesh Shah, Director of Research, Europe at 
WisdomTree Investments, expects the structural 
problems of the voluntary markets to remain. “Carbon 
trades in the voluntary market at such low prices. It 
makes it questionable whether it really has the teeth 
to actually do the job it sets out to do. Is the price of 
carbon sufficiently high to encourage technological 
advancements to decarbonise?” he says.

At 95MtCO2e/year in 2020, demand in the voluntary 
carbon markets currently equates to around 0.5% of 
reductions pledged in NDCs by 2030, and 0.2% of the 
cuts required keep the world on a pathway to limiting 
global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius, according to 
a recent report by Trove Research.

Trove describes prevailing prices in the voluntary 
carbon markets as “unsustainably low”. Currently at 
a level of US$3-5/tCO2e weighted average, carbon 
credit prices need to “increase significantly if they 
are to have high environmental integrity”, said 
the report. This means rising to at least US$$20-
50/tCO2e by 2030, and potentially much higher. 
According to EMBER, the price of carbon emissions 
in the EU Emissions Trading System (ETS) has more 

than doubled in 2021, reaching almost €80/tonnes 
(US$90/tonnes) in early December.

Markus Zimmer, Senior ESG Economist at Allianz, says 
there is an urgent need to address the supply/demand 
imbalance in the voluntary sector if it is to contribute 
meaningfully to emissions reduction efforts.

“We need not just a carbon offset market but a 
negative emissions market. We need to ramp it up 
quickly and institutionalise the process. The prices 
in the voluntary markets have increased but they are 
still very low value. They are not enough to generate 
the amount of projects we want to see on the supply 
side, which will actually offset emissions. The 
central point is additionality, we need to see it in the 
process,” he insists.

Toward transparency
Zimmer acknowledges that COP26 did not bring 
hoped-for progress in terms of greater transparency 
for investors over the cost of carbon emissions 

Cause for celebration: 
On the last day of COP26, Article 6 
negotiators shared their relief.
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markets will help investors to tap into terrestrial- 
and marine-orientated nature-based solutions to 
tackle climate change.

Although arcane, the ‘nuts and bolts’ of the Article 6 
deal reached in Glasgow matter to the future of the 
fight against climate change. As a result of 2% of 
newly issued carbon credits being cancelled under 
the agreement, overall emissions will be reduced, 
Ngo points out.

“The fact that agreement was achieved on the 
‘thorny issues’ of avoiding double accounting, the 
quality of carbon credits and the setting of a levy that 
will benefit developing countries and allowing for 
the use of historical credits in the new system was a 
step forward,” she says.

“Having more information on these areas means 
investors can start to better refine their analysis of 
how different countries, sectors and companies are 
likely to be impacted, and think how this could be 
factored into their investment analysis. But given 
much is still to be worked on and agreed on in terms 
of the details, investors are limited in how much they 
can distil this down to.”

Delivering on promises
Much still depends on implementation, enforcement 
and delivery of the promises made in Glasgow, Ngo 

produced by investee companies. At present, only 
around 20% of global emissions are subject to carbon 
pricing schemes, meaning investors are unable to 
accurately track and compare costs and risks in their 
portfolios. Not just investor networks but also UN 
Secretary General Antonio Guterres made ‘putting a 
price on carbon’ a priority in the run-up to COP26.

The UN-convened Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance, 
of which Allianz is a member, has called for 
governments to explore new carbon pricing 
mechanisms in regulated markets, including a 
hybrid approach, which sits conceptually between 
emissions trading or cap-and-trade schemes and 
carbon taxes and levies. A minimum floor market 
price would be set to give certainty to investors and a 
guardrail against price crashes. A maximum market 
price, the ceiling, would also be introduced.

“If we had this, you could have something you could 
apply in your evaluations, but it didn’t come at the 
COP,” Zimmer says.

Nevertheless, My-Linh Ngo, Head of ESG Investment 
at BlueBay Asset Management, said the Article 6 
agreement was significant and would be welcomed 
by the investment community.

“Investors do not want a disorderly and disruptive 
transition and in order to plan and make 
appropriate investment decisions, having certainty 
about the regulatory carbon framework is critical,” 
she says, adding that the development of carbon 

We need not just a 
carbon offset market 
but a negative emissions 
market.
Markus Zimmer, Allianz
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could form the foundation for controls of goods that 
do not meet carbon intensity thresholds,” says Ngo.

Functional and credible
The voluntary carbon markets may have a chequered 
past, but scaling up the offset market can be a vital 
way of channelling investment into projects that 
sequester carbon and protect biodiversity.

COP26 may have not made progress on all fronts, 
but WisdomTree’s Shah has hope for the future. 
“Fixing double accounting and getting a credible 
pricing mechanism is key for voluntary markets 
to make a real-world difference,” he says. “It is not 
possible to get to net zero without the existence of 
these voluntary markets. It is important they become 
functional and credible soon.”

This does not solve the investor’s critical challenge 
of putting a price on carbon emissions. While 
efforts to that end continue, other routes to portfolio 
decarbonisation are being explored.

“Regulations for reporting are rapidly improving 
and we are getting more emissions data from 
companies, which helps when evaluating them,” 
Allianz’s Zimmer adds. “We assess each asset in 
our portfolio. But we don’t divest, we want to have 
an impact, to help a company transition. It’s about 
having a decarbonisation goal for your portfolio and 
engaging.” n

admits. Further effort is also required to add more 
details to the Article 6 compromise, to toughen up 
some of its “soft language”.

“The fear is that without these, the framework will 
not avoid double accounting of credits for example, 
or that there is no rigour around what activities 
qualify for inclusion,” she says. “Clarifying these 
aspects would bring more transparency to the 
market, which is needed by the investor community. 
Furthermore, governments need to tighten the 
framework specifically around enabling the 
historical credits to still count, as too much supply 
could hinder the system’s effectiveness and fail to 
incentivise the necessary behaviour.”

Even with a tightening up of the deal agreed at 
COP26, there are several barriers to be overcome. A 
robust global carbon trading mechanism can only 
help to reduce global emissions in tandem with 
an effective carbon price which incentivises high 
emitters to decarbonise their processes.

This is some distance away given that today’s 
emissions trading schemes are diverse, fragmented 
and at different stages of development. China’s 
newly introduced scheme, currently limited to the 
power generation sector, prices credits well below 
the level required to incentivise change. The more 
mature EU ETS is due for an overhaul, augmented 
by a planned carbon border adjustment mechanism, 
which will introduce tariffs for embedded carbon in 
imports.

“The EU currently has a proposal in place, and this 
will provide a platform for the issue to be discussed 
more widely. Encouragingly at COP26, the US and EU 
did agree on a tariff deal on steel and aluminium that 
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Question: What’s the difference between Davos 
2020 and COP26? Answer: Greta made a 
speech in Davos. While Hollywood A-listers 

and billionaire philanthropists rubbed shoulders with 
world leaders and Fortune 500 CEOs – many making 
up for a 20-month networking drought – the world’s 
most famous climate activist stayed outside the 
fence, refusing to lend her credibility to proceedings.

Who can blame her, you might think. Certainly, it’s 
easy to find elements of the ridiculous in turning 
Glasgow into Davos-on-Clyde for two weeks at the 
beginning of November (invitation to nightcap with 
Stella McCartney and Brian Moynihan, anyone?).

But if a cross-section of the world’s most influential 
people want to educate themselves and others 
about climate change, why stop them? No matter 
how fashionably late their arrival on the scene. The 
outcome is not necessarily more greenwash.

Big business attended Glasgow’s Scottish Event 
Campus in numbers never previously seen at a 
climate summit. Shorn of their entourages by the 
restrictions of COP26’s door policy, CEOs mixed 
nervously with a rainbow coalition of climate 
scientists, negotiators from threatened island 
states and representatives of displaced indigenous 
peoples. The CEOs had left their male, stale and 
pale worlds for a fortnight in a more egalitarian 
and unpredictable environment. Harmless cultural 
misunderstandings and serendipitous chance 
meetings were suddenly an hourly event. They may 
never be the same again.

All sides benefited from this melting pot experience, 
and so too may the rest of us. The negotiators knew 
the world was listening, sometimes at the next 
table, sipping Irn Bru. Having to push past actors, 

bankers and the US Treasury Secretary to attend 
their next session reminded the policy experts that 
the outcome of their deliberations mattered to so 
many. The pre-COP virtual technical meetings had 
been dour and stodgy affairs, the distance between 
the participants palpable. It was surely right to get 
people in the same room, day after day, inspired to 
new levels of resolve by the evidence all around them 
that the world wished them well.

And where else would you want CEOs to spend their 
time and attention when plans to avert an existential 
crisis are being discussed? Would we rather they 
conduct business as usual, denying or ignoring the 
problem? Or would we want them to be trying to get 
their heads round the challenges, the opportunities 
and the jargon of the net zero transition?

Much was made of the number of COP26 delegates 
from the oil sector. Yes, some of them probably 
were looking to lobby politicians, to slow the pace 
of change. But I’d be surprised if any succeeded, 
less so if some realised the jig was up, such was the 
one-way traffic of commitment evident in every panel 
discussion and presentation.

If sometimes COP26 preached to the newly converted, 
that’s not an entirely bad thing. If the assumptions of 
long-term campaigners were challenged, checked and 
reinforced, so much the better. In many cases, CEOs 
from the industries most at risk from climate change 
were there to talk to investors. Pension funds took the 
opportunity to find out how investee companies were 
evolving their strategies based on what they’d seen 
and heard in the plenary sessions, exhibition halls 

Greetings from 
Davos-on-Clyde

COLUMN
POSTCARD FROM
THE EDGE OF COP26

Having spent a week on 
the fringes of COP26, 
Chris Hall gives his 
perspective on a unique 
and ambiguous event.
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and side events. How does the deforestation pledge 
impact your supply chain? What scenarios are you 
using to value your property portfolio? What does a 
just transition mean to your workforce? The path to 
net zero will be smoother when CEOs have credible 
answers to these questions.

Is this a template for all future COPs? Some 
elements may persist, but the summit was forged 
by very peculiar circumstances, with the world 
shaken by a pandemic and mistrust. Born of 
Johnsonian boosterism, it was a strange British 
confection, but there was method to the madness. 
By inviting the world to COP26, the home team 
ensured a supporting cast and a global media 
glare, allowing also for local participation in the 
Green Zone. Collectively, these bystanders urged 
the negotiators and politicians to higher levels and 
bigger commitments than they had planned. This 
may explain why Russia and China wanted to stay 
out of the limelight. Following the opening World 
Leaders Summit immediately with Finance Day – 
and its declaration of a US$130 trillion commitment 
to the Paris Agreement – lent crucial momentum to 
the proceedings, even if that commitment deserves 
close scrutiny.

Personally, my first COP was a strange affair (see 
panel). Security and social distancing measures 
meant it was often easier to monitor proceedings 
virtually, although the many science-led sessions 
were fascinating and encouraging. Accommodation 
on the shores of Loch Lomond, but less than an hour 
from COP26’s nearest train station, meant I was 
unable to share a dram with Stella. In fact, my most 
interesting conversation came in nearby Finnieston, 
over tea with a vicar, who just also happened to 
manage £1 billion for ethical clients.

Many who stayed the distance reported an 
overwhelming sense of elation at the end. This had 
much more to do with spending 14 energy-sapping 
days with like-minded, if self-selecting, souls than 
the final declaration. COP26 achieved much less 
than we need, but much more than many had feared. 
It also raised the profile of the climate crisis to an 
appropriately universal level. Let’s hope that change 
is permanent. n

COLUMN
POSTCARD FROM

THE EDGE OF COP26

Sunday: 
Arrival at 
climate summit 
delayed by 
weather 

Wednesday: 
The world’s 
media gather 
to hear climate 
pledges 

Saturday:
Loch Lomond in 
daylight, at last!

Monday 
evening: 
First sight of 
‘home’, on 
shores of Loch 
Lomond 

Friday: 
Reminders 
of the world’s 
hopes and fears 
are everywhere 
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